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1. Introduction and Overview
The models of Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena (ABJM) [1], describing the
physics of N M2-branes on C4/Zk, has received a lot of attention recently. One important
step in unravelling the physics of these models is to analyze their relation to D2-branes
through a certain Higgs effect connected to a reduction of the background theory from
eleven to ten dimensions. Such a higgsing procedure was introduced by Mukhi and Pa-
pageorgakis [2] in the context of the N = 8 BLG theory [3, 4, 5, 6]. This approach was
developed further in a series of consecutive papers, see e.g. [7, 8] and references therein,
where also N = 6 ABJM-type theories were analyzed. The end result contains in many
cases Yang-Mills theories appropriate for an interpretation in terms of D2-branes.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize this higgsing procedure to the topologically
gauged ABJM-type theories which were recently constructed by Chu and Nilsson in [9]
following an earlier attempt for the BLG case in [10]. These topologically gauged theories
involve M2-branes whose global symmetries have been gauged by coupling them to super-
conformal gravity given by a set of Chern-Simons (CS) terms, one for each of the dreibein,
Rarita-Schwinger and R-symmetry gauge fields. As will become evident later, the higgsing
leads to theories that have some unusual features if viewed as theories of D2-branes. One
particularly interesting feature is that the theory, as noted already in [9], ends up at a
chiral point in a sense similar to that of Li, Song and Strominger [11]. We also find that
the six supersymmetries of this theory arise as linear combinations of the supersymmetry
and special superconformal symmetries of the original topologically gauged ABJM theory.
However, a number of questions concerning the interpretation of these theories need to be
answered. Some of these issues will be addressed in this paper but further study will be
required in order to determine their precise role in string/M-theory.
The coupling of superconformal M2-brane theories to three-dimensional gravity also
provides an arena where many other interesting questions can be addressed. Gravitational
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theories in three dimensions have been extensively studied in a variety of different forms
in the past. Examples are for instance topologically massive gravity (TMG) [12] and
‘chiral gravity’ [11]; for some recent work in these directions and further references, see
[13, 14, 15, 16]. In these specific cases many of the key features depend on the presence
of both an Einstein-Hilbert and a gravitational Chern-Simons term in the lagrangian, the
latter of which is of third order in derivatives. Including also an AdS-type cosmological
constant term makes these theories exhibit interesting properties related to their spectra of
physical states and their boundary conformal field theories. Interestingly enough, whether
the propagating modes or the black holes are physical (have positive energy) depends
crucially on the sign of the Einstein-Hilbert term in the lagrangian; for a recent discussion
of this issue see [16].
As mentioned above, in this paper our starting point will instead be a very particular
class of models, namely the ones that arise from the topological gauging of the ABJM theory
[9], which provide gravitationally coupled theories preserving superconformal invariance.
These models, which have no propagating gravitational degrees of freedom (see e.g. [17]),
have some features in common with the more familiar Polyakov action in string theory as
already pointed out in [10]. In analogy with that case, coupling worldvolume gravity to
M2 theories at the conformal fixed point should be done while preserving the conformal
invariance, even though this leads to a dependence on the internal metric that in turn
prevents its elimination through its field equations.1 Of course, within string theory there
is no independent internal gravity on the branes,2 so it must be possible to either eliminate
the metric through its field equations, or for the metric to be related to the spacetime or
worldvolume fields already present in the theory.
Our main goal will be to gain a better understanding of these models by performing
the higgsing of [2], which turns them into theories for stacks of D2-branes coupled to
supergravity in a very special way. The supergravity found here is at a ‘chiral point’
similar to that discussed in the bosonic case by Li, Song and Strominger [11] and in
the supersymmetric case by Becker, Bruillard and Downes [20]. Thus, as we will see in
detail later, the TMG and, in particular, chiral-point gravity models are closely related
to the present work as was first noticed in [9]. The fact that the propagating modes
have been argued to disappear in chiral gravity [11, 14] ties well in with the fact that the
topologically gauged BLG/ABJM theories have no propagating gravitational modes and
provides additional incentive for the investigation of the topologically gauged M2-brane
theories carried out in this paper. One should, however, be aware of the controversial
aspects of these models connected to logarithmic gravity and log-CFT on the boundary,
see e.g. [21, 22], that might have implications also for the unhiggsed topologically gauged
BLG/ABJM theories.
1This is also the case for the worldsheet metric in the Polyakov action once a Tseytlin term is added.
One may also compare this to the situation for D3 branes discussed in [18].
2Like there is for instance in the GDP model [19].
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1.1 Some comments on our results
As we will demonstrate below, when reducing the topologically gauged M2-brane theory
to D2-branes through the Higgs mechanism of [2], it is clear that one will end up with a
lagrangian that also contains a standard Einstein-Hilbert gravity term: When ABJM is
coupled to conformal gravity such a higgsing procedure will turn the conformal coupling
term of the Ricci scalar to the ABJM scalars, R|Z|2, into the usual EH kinetic term. Giving
a VEV to one of the ABJM scalars breaks conformal invariance and generates dynamical
gauge fields, resulting in a super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory with a tunable coupling. In
addition, the new terms in the scalar potential arising from the topological gauging also
produce a non-trivial AdS cosmological constant term. Thus after higgsing the models
considered here are precisely of the kind discussed in the contexts of TMG and chiral
gravity alluded to above.
However, because we are starting from a conformal theory and turning an interaction
term into the leading gravitational kinetic term, the resulting N = 6 theory will have
some unusual properties. Especially intriguing is the fact, as was noticed in [9], that this
theory automatically sits at a chiral point in the sense of [11], albeit with an opposite sign
for the EH term. That the rather involved new sixth order potential terms that arise in
the topological gauging gives exactly the correct cosmological constant for the chiral point
theory is somewhat non-trivial.
After the higgsing there are a number of parameters which will play an important
role. We will therefore present two slightly different sets of limits with different virtues and
problems. The physical interpretation of these two limits should probably be kept apart
and will not be discussed much. Furthermore, in order to simplify the presentation, we
discuss only one of the two sets in the bulk of the paper. In that limit the Newton constant
is identified with the inverse VEV, while also giving rise to a background with a constant
curvature which does not scale with the VEV. When the VEV becomes large gravity ends
up interacting very weakly with matter. We postpone the introduction of the second limit,
together with a comparison of the two, until Section 4.3.
An important open question that could perhaps be addressed in this context is whether
it is possible to couple these BLG/ABJM models (currently formulated only in a kind of
static gauge) to general eleven dimensional supergravity backgrounds, in a fashion similar
to that done for a single M2-brane in [23]. A step in this direction might be to couple
BLG/ABJM to an M2 worldvolume metric, which one then could imagine as being the
worldvolume restriction of a more general spacetime metric. Exactly how such a picture
should be related to the case considered in this paper is however not clear. Attempts to
couple M2-brane theories to non-gravitational background fields can be found for instance
in [24, 25].
1.2 Explicit results
The main result of this work can be summarized in the following expression for the N = 6
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chiral supergravity/matter lagrangian, which we obtain after higgsing the topologically
gauged ABJM theory of [9] (but before taking the VEV v →∞):
L =
1
κ2
LCG +
1
κ
L1Int + (LSYM + L
2
Int) +O(κ) , (1.1)
with κ the gravitational coupling and where LCG contains the original conformal super-
gravity terms:3
1
κ2
LCG =
1
κ2
[
− e(R− 2Λ) + 1
2µ
εµνλTr α(ω˜µ∂ν ω˜λ +
2
3
ω˜µω˜νω˜λ)
− 1
2µ
εµνρCµ∂νCρ + 8|BA′µ 4|2 − 8(qCµ +Bµ)2
− 2
µ
εµνρTrA′(Bµ∂νBρ +
2
3
BµBνBρ)− 4
µ
εµνρBA
′
µ 4DˇνB
4
ρA′ +
2
µ
εµνρB0µ∂νB0ρ
− ie
µ
D˜µχ¯
AB
ν γ
ρσγµνD˜ρχσAB + c.c.+ 2iε
µνρχ¯ABµ
(
D˜ν +
1
2ℓ
γν
)
χρAB + c.c.
]
.(1.2)
In the above ℓ is the AdS3 radius (Λ = − 1ℓ2 ) and µ is a parameter satisfying µℓ = 1 as
required for a theory sitting at the chiral point [11]. The covariant derivatives D˜ are in
general with respect to the spin connection and the various gauge fields that appear in the
theory, to be given in detail in due course, while
DˇνB
4
ρA′ ≡ ∂νB4ρA′ + iB0νB4ρA′ −
2
3
BB
′
ν A′B
4
ρB′ . (1.3)
Note that the signs in front of the mass terms for the two vector fields in the second
line of (1.2) is irrelevant for stability since they are linear in mass. We want to emphasize
that in the one of the two limiting procedures where the above expression is valid, the
lagrangian describes gravitational excitations around the AdS3 background and that the
action is valid only for small κ, or low energy. Also note that in the strict limit the matter
and gravity sectors completely decouple. On the other hand, in the second way of taking
the limits the parameters of the theory are all free and tunable, independent of the limiting
value v →∞. We discuss these two possibilities in more detail in Section 4.3.
The expression (1.2) for the gravity part of the theory is valid in the case of SU(N)×
SU(N) matter while for the perhaps more physically relevant case (with a possible gravity
dual) U(N)×U(N) the mass term (qC +B)2 is replaced by the interaction term
−4
√
Nµ
gYM
εµνρ(qCµ + iB0µ)F
+0
νρ . (1.4)
The next set of terms in (1.2) contains matter-gravity interactions and is given by
1
κ
L1Int =
1
κ
[
− e
(1
2
R+3µ2
)
X˜40 − i
√
2eA(
¯˜
ψA
′
0 + i
¯˜
ψA
′+4
0 )γ
µν(D˜µ+
1
2ℓ
γµ)χνA′4+ c.c
]
. (1.5)
3After the higgsing the original SU(4) unbroken R-symmetry gauge field BAµB , A = 1, ..., 4, decomposes
into an SU(3) part BA
′
µB′ , A
′ = 1, ..., 3, a 3 of SU(3) B4µA′ , and a singlet B
4
µ 4 = iB0µ. The six supersymmetry
generators are in the 3+ 3¯ of the R-symmetry group SU(3).
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We comment on the presence of terms linear in X˜40 during their derivation in Section 3.3.1.
For the O(0) terms, LSYM is the usual 2+1d N = 8 SYM action4 (minimally coupled
to supergravity) with coupling gYM , although the maximal supersymmetry is broken down
to N = 6 in the full theory due to the coupling to supergravity. Finally, the second set of
matter-gravity interaction terms are given by
L2Int = −2µgYMefabcXA
′+4
a X
A′
b X
8
c −
3
2
eµ2X˜40 X˜
4
0 −
e
8
(1
2
R+ 3µ2
)
(X˜I0 X˜
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
a)
+
3iµ
2
e
[
¯˜ψA
′
0 ψ˜
A′
0 +
¯˜ψA
′+4
0 ψ˜
A′+4
0
]
+
iµ
2
e
[
ψ¯A
′
a ψ
A′
a + ψ¯
A′+4
a ψ
A′+4
a
]
+
iµ
2
e
[
5( ¯˜ψ40ψ˜
4
0 +
¯˜ψ80ψ˜
8
0)− 3(ψ¯4aψ4a + ψ¯8aψ8a)
]
, (1.6)
where X˜40 , X
8
a , X
A′ and XA
′+4 are real fields coming from the four complex bifundamental
fields ZA in the ABJM model. The various coefficients in the lagrangian reproduced here
depend on which of the two sets of limits is used and if the parameters are taken to their
limiting values or not.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We begin in Section 2 by rewriting the
topologically gauged N = 6 model of [9] in terms of bifundamental fields in order to make
contact with the original formulation of the ABJM theories. We present the details of the
Higgs mechanism in Section 3, where we first review the gauge theory results and include
a discussion on how the mechanism affects the abelian factors, which seems to have been
omitted in the literature. We then separately address the gravity and interaction sectors,
as well as the supersymmetry transformations. In Section 4 we discuss the resulting N = 6
supergravity theory coupled to SYM and compare it with the pure chiral gravity of [11] as
well as its N = 1 relative discussed in [20].
For readers who are interested in the main points of the higgsing, the process is summa-
rized in Section 4.3 where we sketch the relevant steps while skipping most of the technical
details. We also postpone the discussion and detailed comparison of the two limits to
the end, while using only one of them in the bulk of the paper to increase readability.
Some concluding comments are collected in Section 5. A number of useful identities and
calculational results can be found in Appendices A and B.
2. From three-algebra to bifundamental formulation
The lagrangian and transformation rules of the topologically gauged ABJM theory consti-
tute the starting point for the discussion in the remaining sections. Therefore, we begin
in Section 2.1 with a brief account of this theory as constructed in [9]. This is followed in
Section 2.2 by a detailed description of the steps needed for turning the results of [9] into
a form more suitable for the higgsing which is the main goal of this paper. The lagrangian
and transformation rules we find after performing these steps are presented in Section 2.3.
4The eight supersymmetries occur here for the same reasons as in the higgsed ABJM theory without
gravity [1].
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We would also like to establish some nomenclature for the different theories appearing
throughout this paper. The theory of [9] called the “topologically gauged ABJM theory”
actually refers to a wide class of models, namely all those constructed from a complex three-
algebra according to the classification of [26, 27]. Here we will restrict this class to those
without U(1) factors and as a result our starting point will contain the SU(N) × SU(N)
but not the U(N) × U(N) ABJM models. The latter is usually obtained from the former
by performing an extra step where some U(1) factors are gauged, as already described
in [1, 28].5 In our case however this will be done after the topological gauging (which
is gravitational) and will in fact be carried out in an entirely different way compared to
ABJM. We will be precise about which of the two cases we are analyzing at each point.
2.1 The topologically gauged three-algebra theory
The formulation of the ungauged ABJM type models presented in [1] makes use of ordinary
gauge fields and Lie algebras. However, in the original work of Bagger-Lambert [3, 4, 5] and
Gustavsson [6] the construction of the N = 8 (BLG) theory is in terms of three-algebras.
Subsequently, an alternative formulation of the N = 6 ABJM type theories in terms of such
three-algebras was given in [30, 31]. In [10, 9] the topologically gauged M2-brane models
were all constructed in this three-algebra language while the higgsing, to be performed
later in this paper, is more conveniently implemented in the ordinary gauge field and Lie
algebra formulation. We will therefore make the effort of rewriting the topologically gauged
ABJM type theories of [9] in this more conventional language before subjecting them to
the higgsing procedure.
The formulation of ABJM theory obtained in [30] (see also [31]) in terms of four-
indexed structure constants is based on complex three-algebra generators T a and their
triple product. For gauge theories with N = 6 supersymmetry the associated structure
constants and the trace are defined by
[T a, T b;Tc] = f
ab
cdT
d , Tr (T aTb) = δ
a
b , (2.1)
where the structure constants are antisymmetric in both the upper and lower pair of indices.
All indices are moved up or down by complex conjugation. For further details on the three-
algebra and the lagrangian reproduced below we refer the reader to [9].
The topologically gauged M2-brane theories [10, 9] are gravitationally coupled theories
preserving the superconformal symmetry. All global symmetries of the M2 matter theories
are gauged in the process. Those preserving N = 6 supersymmetry are given in terms of
the following lagrangian [9]:
L = Lconfsugra + L
cov
ABJM +
1
2ǫ
µνρCµ∂νCρ
+iAeχ¯BAµ γ
νγµΨAa(D˜ν Z¯
a
B −
i
2
Aχ¯νBCΨ
Ca) + c.c.
+iǫµνρ(χ¯ACµ χνBC)Z
B
a D˜ρZ¯
a
A + c.c.
5For a recent discussion on U(1) factors see [29].
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−iA(f¯µABγµΨAaZ¯aB + f¯µABγµΨAaZBa )
− e8R˜|Z|2
+ i2 |Z|2f¯µABχABµ
+2ieAfabcd(χ¯µABγ
µΨd[B)ZD]a Z
A
b Z¯
c
D + c.c.
−iǫµνρ(χ¯µABγνχCDρ )(ZAa ZBb Z¯cCZ¯dD)fabcd
+ i4ǫ
µνρ(χ¯µABγνχ
AB
ρ )(Z
C
a Z
D
b Z¯
c
C Z¯
d
D)f
ab
cd
− i16eǫABCD(Ψ¯AaΨBb)Z¯aCZ¯bD + c.c.
+ i16e(Ψ¯DbΨ
Db)|Z|2 − i
4
e(Ψ¯DbΨ
Bb)Z¯aBZ
D
a
+ i8e(Ψ¯DbΨ
Da)Z¯bBZ
B
a +
3i
8 e(Ψ¯DbΨ
Ba)Z¯bBZ
D
a
− i16eA(χ¯µABγµΨBb)|Z|2ZAb − i4eA(χ¯µABγµΨDb)ZAa ZBb Z¯aD + c.c
− i4ǫµνρ(χ¯νABγρχCDµ )ZAa ZBb Z¯aCZ¯bD +
i
64
ǫµνρ(χ¯νABγρχ
AB
µ )|Z|4
+18ef
ab
cd|Z|2ZCa ZDb Z¯cCZ¯dD +
1
2
efabcdZ
B
a Z
C
b Z
D
e Z¯
e
BZ¯
c
CZ¯
d
D
+ 512·64e|Z|6 −
1
32
e|Z|2ZAb ZCa Z¯bC Z¯aA + 148eZAa ZBb ZCd Z¯bAZ¯dBZ¯aC , (2.2)
where
LcovABJM = −e(D˜µZAa)(D˜µZ¯Aa)−
1
2
(ieΨ¯AaγµD˜µΨAa + ieΨ¯Aaγ
µD˜µΨ
Aa)
−iefabcdΨ¯AdΨAaZBbZ¯Bc + 2iefabcdΨ¯AdΨBaZBbZ¯Ac
− i2eǫABCDfabcdΨ¯AcΨBdZCaZDb − i2eǫABCDf cdabΨ¯AcΨBdZ¯CaZ¯Db
−eV + 12ǫµνλ(fabcdAµdb∂νAλca + 23f bdgcf gf aeAµabAνcdAλef ) , (2.3)
V = 23Υ
CD
BdΥ¯CD
Bd , (2.4)
ΥCDBd = f
ab
cdZ
C
aZ
D
bZ¯B
c + fabcdδ
[C
BZ
D]
aZ
E
bZ¯E
c (2.5)
and
Lconfsugra =
1
2
εµνρTr α(ω˜µ∂νω˜ρ +
2
3
ω˜µω˜νω˜ρ)− 2εµνρTrA(Bµ∂νBρ + 2
3
BµBνBρ) (2.6)
−ie−1εαµνǫβρσ(D˜µχ¯ABν γβγαD˜ρχσAB).
Here BAµ B is an SO(6) R-symmetry gauge field, A = ±
√
2 and |Z|2 stands for
ZAa Z¯
a
A = Tr (Z¯A, Z
A) , (2.7)
while the action of the D˜-covariant derivative on a spinor is given by6
D˜µΨ
Aa = ∂µΨ
Aa + 14 ω˜µαβγ
αβΨAa +BAµBΨ
Ba + A˜aµbΨ
Ab + qCµΨ
Aa. (2.8)
From the work of [9] we know that q2 = 116 in order for the theory to possess six local
special conformal as well as ordinary supersymmetries.
In the above formulas we have also used the definitions
fµ =
1
2
εµνρD˜νχρ , (2.9)
ω˜µαβ = ωµαβ(e) − i
2
(χ¯µγβχα − χ¯µγαχβ − χ¯αγµχβ), (2.10)
6Here we follow the three-algebra literature conventions, with the gauge fields being anti-hermitian.
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i.e. ω˜µαβ = ω˜µαβ(e, χ) is the usual spin connection of supergravity in the second order
formalism.
The novel features of this lagrangian are the conformal coupling term between the
curvature scalar and the scalar fields − e8R|Z|2, as well as the new terms in the sixth order
scalar potential (i.e. the last two lines in the lagrangian (2.2) above). These terms will play
an important role later.
2.2 Gauging of U(1)’s and turning three-algebras into Lie algebras
Having given the three-algebra formulation of the topologically gauged theory, we will now
switch to a Lie algebra formulation in order to facilitate the higgsing procedure presented
in the next section. We also give a detailed discussion of the various ways U(1) factors
appear in the theories analyzed here.
To find the Lie algebra version of these theories we need to replace the triple product
and trace of the abstract three-algebra by equivalent expressions in terms of matrices. We
will follow the procedure presented in [30]. As an example, consider the following term
already analyzed in [30]:
−ifabcdΨ¯AdΨAaZBb Z¯cB → −iTr (Ψ¯A, fabcdΨAaZBb Z¯cBT d)→ −iTr (Ψ¯A, [ΨA, ZB; Z¯B ]) ,
(2.11)
where fields without three-algebra indices have been contracted by an element from the al-
gebra. We will finally express everything in terms of the following N×N matrix realization
of the three-algebra
Tr (X¯, Y ) = tr(X†Y ) , [X,Y ; Z¯] = λ(XZ†Y − Y Z†X) , (2.12)
where λ = 2πk . Thus, for example,
ZAa Z¯
a
A = Tr (Z¯A, Z
A) = tr(Z†AZ
A) , (2.13)
Applying the above procedure on one of the new interaction terms of the topologically
gauged theory we get:
1
8
efabcd|Z|2ZCa ZDb Z¯cC Z¯dD →
1
8
e|Z|2Tr (Z¯D, [ZC , ZD; Z¯C ])
→ 1
8
λe|Z|2 tr(Z†DZCZ†CZD − Z†DZDZ†CZC) .
In the next subsection we will use the definition of the trace to introduce one more param-
eter which will then show up in the last form of the interaction term above.
It is important to note that the procedure of [30] only leads to an SU(N) × SU(N)
gauge group [28]. Hence one needs to introduce two abelian factors in order to turn
SU(N) × SU(N) into U(N) × U(N), while also keeping the U(1) associated with Cµ and
preserving N = 6 supersymmetry. This U(1)-extended formulation will require that the
terms in the lagrangian related to the Cµ field be accompanied by terms containing two
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abelian fields with opposite CS-level k′ (independent of the one in the non-abelian sector),
denoted
ˆˆ
AL and
ˆˆ
AR. The introduction of
ˆˆ
AL,
ˆˆ
AR means that at the end these fields can be
combined with the nonabelian A˜ab to give the desired U(N) × U(N) gauge fields leading
to the topologically gauged U(N)×U(N) ABJM model.
Instead of repeating the rather extensive calculations of [9] for this new situation, we
will employ a simpler method to introduce additional abelian Chern-Simons fields without
destroying any of the six local supersymmetries. We first split Cµ as Cµ = Eµ +
α
q Pµ and
note that nothing changes in the check of supersymmetry if we define the variations of
Eµ, Pµ as δEµ = δCµ and δPµ = 0. Replacing Cµ in the covariant derivative gives
D˜µψ
Aa = ∂µψ
Aa + 14 ω˜µαβγ
αβψAa +BAµBψ
Ba + A˜aµbψ
Ab + qEµψ
Aa + αPµψ
Aa . (2.14)
Eventually we also want to replace the CS term for Cµ without affecting its supersymmetry
variation. Hence we consider
δ(
1
2
εµνρCµ∂νCρ) = δ(
1
2
εµνρEµ∂νEρ) +
α
q
εµνρPµ∂ν(δEρ) (2.15)
and redefine Pµ by setting Pµ =
ˆˆ
ALµ − ˆˆARµ . Recalling that δPµ = 0, any δ ˆˆALµ = δ ˆˆARµ will
do since it does not appear explicitly in the supersymmetry variations. The requirement
that when we switch to the Lie algebra formulation the
ˆˆ
ALµ ,
ˆˆ
ARµ terms appear in the same
way in the covariant derivative as the SU(N) pieces fixes α = 1. We then replace the CS
term for the Cµ field,
1
2ǫ
µνρCµ∂νCρ, with
1
2
εµνρEµ∂νEρ +
k′
4π
εµνρ
(
ˆˆ
ALµ∂ν
ˆˆ
ALρ − ˆˆARµ ∂ν ˆˆARρ
)
=
1
2
εµνρEµ∂νEρ +
k′
4π
εµνρPµ∂ν(
ˆˆ
ALρ +
ˆˆ
ARρ ) .
(2.16)
In order to keep the supersymmetry invariance, we equate its variation with (2.15), obtain-
ing
−iδ ˆˆALµ = −iδ ˆˆARµ =
2π
k′
α
q
δE
=
2π
k′
(ǫ¯ABγµΨ
AaZBa − ǫ¯ABγµΨAaZ¯aB) +
4π
k′
(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )ZBa Z¯aA . (2.17)
Finally, we rename Eµ as Cµ, and note that in effect, we have introduced the two new
fields
ˆˆ
ALµ ,
ˆˆ
ARµ , on top of the Cµ field.
Thus in the case corresponding to U(N) × U(N) we will make use of the covariant
derivative
D˜µΨ
Aa = ∂µΨ
Aa+ 14 ω˜µαβγ
αβΨAa+BAµBΨ
Ba+qCµΨ
Aa+A˜aµbΨ
Ab+(
ˆˆ
ALµ− ˆˆARµ )δabΨAb, (2.18)
and add a related Chern-Simons term to the lagrangian
k′
4π
εµνλ(
ˆˆ
ALµ∂ν
ˆˆ
ALλ − ˆˆARµ ∂ν ˆˆARλ )
1
N
tr( 1lN×N ) . (2.19)
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Note that here we have introduced a factor 1 = 1N tr( 1lN×N ) that will be useful later when
combining the abelian fields with the SU(N) ones to form a U(N)×U(N) ABJM theory.
A further comment on notation is in order: When we next move to the Lie algebra for-
mulation we will switch from the three-algebra conventions with anti-hermitian generators
to the more familiar ones with hermitian generators, in order to connect with the usual
ABJM analysis. We will treat the U(N)×U(N) gauge fields coming from the three-algebra,
and the corresponding part of the covariant derivative separately, but for the SU(4) and
U(1) fields BAB , C,
ˆˆ
AL,
ˆˆ
AR this corresponds to multiplying with an extra factor of i.
2.3 The topologically gauged ABJM theory in terms of Lie algebras
The higgsing procedure will involve taking limits in several parameters at the same time.
One of these is the CS-level parameter λ = 2πk . However, there is also a natural way
to introduce a (super-)gravitational coupling, while retaining the supersymmetry of the
lagrangian. We will call this coupling gM , keeping in mind that it could come from string
theory after reduction to 10d. This can be achieved by multiplying all traces by g2M and
then rescaling the whole lagrangian by 1
g2M
, thus ensuring that the pure ABJM part remains
unmodified. Alternatively, one could just insert a g2M on the RHS of the trace identification
(2.12) and then rescale the lagrangian by 1
g2M
. In this manner one obtains
1
8
efabcd|Z|2ZCa ZDb Z¯cCZ¯dD →
1
8
e|Z|2Tr (Z¯D, [ZC , ZD; Z¯C ])
→ 1
8
g2Mλe|Z|2 tr(Z†DZCZ†CZD − Z†DZDZ†CZC) ,
where in the last expression |Z|2 refers to the matrix trace tr.
Note that while LcovABJM involves a single trace over gauge indices, L
conf
sugra has no trace
and hence the interaction terms are no-trace as well as single-, double- and triple-trace.
This will have important implications for the results of the higgsing procedure and in
particular for how the various limits affect the terms in the lagrangian.
2.3.1 The lagrangian
Following the procedure described so far, the resulting Lie algebra lagrangian is
L = 1
g2M
Lconfsugra + L
cov
ABJM +
1
2g2M
ǫµνρCµ∂νCρ (2.20)
+iAeχ¯BAµ γ
νγµ tr(ΨA(D˜νZ
†
B −
i
2
A(χ¯νBCΨ
C)†)) + c.c. (2.21)
+iǫµνρ(χ¯ACµ χνBC) tr(Z
BD˜ρZ
†
A) + c.c.
−iA(f¯µABγµ tr(ΨAZ†B) + f¯µABγµ tr(Ψ†AZB))
−e
8
R˜|Z|2 (2.22)
+
i
2
|Z|2f¯µABχABµ
+2iλeAχ¯µABγ
µ tr(Ψ[B(ZD]Z†DZ
A − Z |A|Z†DZD])) + c.c.
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−iλǫµνρ(χ¯µABγνχCDρ ) tr(Z†DZAZ†CZB − Z†DZBZ†CZA)
+
i
4
λǫµνρ(χ¯µABγνχ
AB
ρ ) tr(Z
†
DZ
CZ†CZ
D − Z†DZDZ†CZC)
− i
16
g2Meǫ
ABCD tr(Ψ¯AZ
†
C) tr(ΨBZ
†
D) + c.c. (2.23)
+
i
16
g2Me tr(Ψ¯
†
DΨ
D)|Z|2 − i
4
g2Me tr(Ψ¯
†
DΨ
B) tr(Z†BZ
D) (2.24)
+
i
8
g2Me tr(Ψ¯DZ
†
B) tr(Ψ
†DZB) +
3i
8
g2Me tr(Ψ¯DZ
†
B) tr(Ψ
†BZD) (2.25)
− i
16
g2MeAχ¯µABγ
µ tr(Ψ†BZA)|Z|2 − i
4
g2MeAχ¯µABγ
µ tr(Ψ†DZB) tr(ZAZ†D) + c.c.
(2.26)
− i
4
g2M ǫ
µνρ(χ¯νABγρχ
CD
µ ) tr(Z
AZ†C) tr(Z
BZ†D) +
i
64
g2M |Z|4ǫµνρ(χ¯νABγρχABµ )
+
1
8
g2Mλe|Z|2 tr(Z†DZCZ†CZD − Z†DZDZ†CZC)
+
1
2
g2Mλe tr(Z
DZ†B) tr(Z
†
DZ
BZ†CZ
C − Z†DZCZ†CZB)
(2.27)
+
5
12 · 64g
4
Me|Z|6 −
1
32
g4Me|Z|2 tr(ZAZ†C) tr(ZCZ†A)
+
1
48
g4Me tr(Z
AZ†C) tr(Z
BZ†A) tr(Z
CZ†B) . (2.28)
We do not find it necessary to give the expressions for Lconfsugra and LcovABJM , as the former
has no gauge indices and hence stays the same while the latter was already given in this
form in [30]. Note that λ = 2πk multiplied all the three-algebra f
ab
cd terms and hence also
naturally multiplies all fabc terms in the lagrangian above, obtained when performing the
traces.
2.3.2 The transformation rules
In the case of the supersymmetry transformations, everything is straightforwardly done
in the same fashion, except for the gauge field which will be dealt with separately. The
explicit transformations in the three-algebra language are
δeµ
α = iǫ¯gABγ
αχABµ , (2.29)
δχABµ = D˜µǫ
AB
g , (2.30)
δB Aµ B =
i
e
(f¯ νACγµγνǫgBC − f¯ νBCγµγνǫACg )
+ i4(ǫ¯BDγµΨ
a(DZA)a − ǫ¯ADγµΨa(DZ¯aB))
− i2(ǫ¯ACg χµDCZDa Z¯aB − ǫ¯gBCχDCµ ZAa Z¯aD)
+ i8δ
A
B(ǫ¯
EC
g χµDC − ǫ¯gDCχECµ )ZDa Z¯aE
+ i8(ǫ¯
AD
g χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )|Z|2, (2.31)
δZAa = iǫ¯
ABΨBa, (2.32)
δΨBd = γ
µǫAB(D˜µZ
A
d − iAχ¯ADµ ΨDd)
+fabcdZ
C
aZ
D
b Z¯
c
BǫCD − fabcdZAa ZCb Z¯cCǫAB
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+
1
4
ZCc Z
D
d Z¯
c
BǫCD +
1
16
|Z|2ZAd ǫAB , (2.33)
δA˜ cµ d = −i(ǫ¯ABγµΨAaZBb − ǫ¯ABγµΨAbZ¯aB)f bcad
−2i(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )ZBb Z¯aAf bcad, (2.34)
δ
ˆˆ
ARµ = δ
ˆˆ
ALµ =
2π
k′
(ǫ¯ABγµΨ
AaZBa − ǫ¯ABγµΨAaZ¯aB)
+
4π
k′
(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )ZBa Z¯aA, (2.35)
δCµ = −iq(ǫ¯ABγµΨAaZBa − ǫ¯ABγµΨAaZ¯aB)
−2iq(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )ZBa Z¯aA , (2.36)
where ǫABm = Aǫ
AB
g = ǫ
AB.
Leaving the gauge transformation law aside for the moment, by multiplying ZAa ,ΨBa
with T a and writing everything in terms of traces and triple brackets according to (2.12),
while also introducing g2M , we get
δeµ
α = iǫ¯gABγ
αχABµ , (2.37)
δχABµ = D˜µǫ
AB
g , (2.38)
δB Aµ B =
i
e
(f¯ νACγµγνǫgBC − f¯ νBCγµγνǫACg )
+
i
4
g2M (ǫ¯BDγµ tr(Ψ
†(DZA))− ǫ¯ADγµ tr(Ψ(DZ†B)))
− i
2
g2M (ǫ¯
AC
g χµDC tr(Z
DZ†B)− ǫ¯gBCχDCµ tr(ZAZ†D))
+
i
8
g2Mδ
A
B(ǫ¯
EC
g χµDC − ǫ¯gDCχECµ ) tr(ZDZ†E)
+
i
8
g2M (ǫ¯
AD
g χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )|Z|2, (2.39)
δZA = iǫ¯ABΨB , (2.40)
δΨB = γ
µǫAB(D˜µZ
A − iAχ¯ADµ ΨD)
+λ(ZCZ†BZ
D − ZDZ†BZC)ǫCD − λ(ZAZ†CZC − ZCZ†CZA)ǫAB
+
1
4
g2M tr(Z
CZ†B)Z
DǫCD +
1
16
g2M |Z|2ZAǫAB
δCµ = −g2Mq(ǫ¯ABγµ tr(Ψ†AZB)− ǫ¯ABγµ tr(ΨAZ†B))
−2g2Mq(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ ) tr(ZBZ†A) . (2.41)
We can now return to the transformation law for the gauge fields. These are obtained by
requiring that the transformation law of the covariant derivative remains unchanged under
the replacement7
T aDµZ
A
a = T
a(∂µZ
A
a − A˜µ
b
aZ
A
b )⇒
DµZ
A = ∂µZ
A + iAˆLµZ
A − ZAiAˆRµ (2.42)
used in the pure ABJM case. This implies that
T dδA˜µ
c
dF
D
c = −iδAˆLµFD + iFDδAˆRµ , (2.43)
7As advertised, we now work with hermitian gauge fields, hence the field Cµ introduced in [9] appears
as iCµ in the covariant derivatives etc.
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where we used a general object FD instead of the ZA in order to facilitate the identification
of the transformation rules. The LHS of (2.43) gives
−iT d(ǫ¯ABγµΨAaZBb − ǫ¯ABγµΨAbZ¯aB)f bcadFDc
−2i(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )T dZBb Z¯aAf bcadFDc
→ −i(ǫ¯ABγµ[ZB , FD; ΨA]− ǫ¯ABγµ[ΨA, FD; Z¯B ])
−2i(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )[ZB , FD; Z¯A]
→ −iλ(ǫ¯ABγµ(ZBΨ†AFD − FDΨ†AZB)− ǫ¯ABγµ(ΨAZ†BFD − FDZ†BΨA))
−2iλ(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )(ZBZ†AFD − FDZ†AZB) (2.44)
and by matching with the RHS of (2.43) we obtain
δAˆLµ = −λ(ǫ¯ABγµZBΨ†A − ǫ¯ABγµΨAZ†B)− 2λ(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )ZBZ†A
δAˆRµ = −λ(ǫ¯ABγµΨ†AZB − ǫ¯ABγµZ†BΨA)− 2λ(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )Z†AZB . (2.45)
We can combine this with the abelian factors
δ
ˆˆ
ARµ = δ
ˆˆ
ALµ =
2π
k′
(
ǫ¯ABγµ tr(Ψ
†AZB)− ǫ¯ABγµ tr(ΨAZ†B)
)
+
4π
k′
(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ ) tr(ZBZ†A) , (2.46)
which, with the definition k′ = kN , leads to the desired U(N) gauge fields [28]:
AL/Rµ = Aˆ
L/R
µ − ˆˆAL/Rµ 1lN×N . (2.47)
3. Higgsing and expansion around the VEV solution
Having recast the theory to our preferred form we now wish to investigate its expansion
around a particularly simple background, namely one in which a real component of the
ABJM scalars ZA develops a VEV, v. This triggers the Higgs mechanism for CS-matter
theories introduced in [2], which turns a parity-invariant pair of CS gauge fields into a
single dynamical YM field. In the topologically gauged context there are also chiral CS
terms related to the R-symmetry U(1) × SU(4), which include Cµ. These latter fields will
also experience a Higgs effect but of a more conventional type.
During this procedure, following [1, 8, 7] for the pure ABJM case, one would like
to keep v 2πk = vλ fixed, while taking v → ∞, λ → 0. We will see however that this
must be supplemented with a condition on gM , which will be gMv
√
N ≡ g¯M = fixed or
gM =
g¯M
v
√
N
→ 0. This is the set of limits that will be used for the rest of this section.
However, in Section 4 we will compare them to an alternative set of limits (i.e. having a
different set of fixed parameters) as mentioned already in the introduction. We work with
arbitrary values of N throughout.
For clarity of presentation we split this section into several parts: We begin with
a review for the higgsing of the pure ABJM theory, then analyze the gravity part of
the action and the new features that arise when the gravitational fields are introduced
into the covariant derivatives. Finally we address the interactions and supersymmetry
transformation rules.
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3.1 M2 to D2 for pure ABJM
The ABJM model, describing N M2-branes on a C4/Zk singularity, is an N = 6 U(N) ×
U(N) CS gauge theory with bifundamental matter. However, as discussed in the previous
section, the theory that we here relate to the three-algebra formulation of [30] is its SU(N)×
SU(N) version [26, 28]. One particular example is the SU(2)×SU(2) model that has N = 8
supersymmetry and is equivalent to the BLG-theory, as shown by Van Raamsdonk [32].
When comparing the situation with and without the two U(1) factors the higgsing leads
to a subtlety that has not been fully appreciated in the literature and which we explore in
the following.
As we will demonstrate later in this section when the full theory is considered, it is
possible to find a set of background solutions to the topologically gauged ABJM models
parametrized by a real VEV v. Thus we would like to see what happens to the lagrangian
(2.20)-(2.28) under a perturbation schematically of the form
ZA = vδA4 + zA , (3.1)
with A = 1, ..., 4, or more precisely in terms of the real parts8
ZA = vδA4 1lN×N +
1√
2
XA + i
1√
2
XA+4 . (3.2)
This will cause the theory to break both the SU(4) R-symmetry and the quiver gauge
symmetry G×G to the diagonal G, with G either SU(N) or U(N). In addition there is the
abelian gauge symmetry associated with the field Cµ which will mix with the other abelian
gauge fields during the higgsing process. These issues will be elaborated upon below when
the two different choices for G are discussed one at a time.
As already mentioned, this involves taking the limits v, k → ∞, with vk fixed. In the
spacetime orbifold picture of [33, 1], which is dual to the U(N) × U(N) ABJM model,
setting Z1,2,3 = 0 reduces to C/Zk→∞ with9
Z4 → Z4e 2piik ≃ Z4
(
1 + 2πi
1
k
+ ...
)
≃ Z4 + 2πiZ
4
k
. (3.3)
Expanding around Z4 = v + i0 with vk l
3/2
11 ≡ R we obtain that
Z4l
3/2
11 → Z4l3/211 + 2πiR (3.4)
is an invariance of the theory, or by decomposing Z4 = X4 + iX8 that X8 is compactified
with radius R. This is the radius of the M-theory circle. By letting vk l
3/2
11 = R → 0 one
recovers the theory of D2-branes of type IIA string theory in flat space as the direction
8Here the fields XA after higgsing are N × N hermitian matrices which will be expanded in a basis
consisting of the unit matrix and a hermitian set of SU(N) generators.
9The trace parts of the field theory scalars are related to spacetime coordinates by multiplication with
a factor of l
3/2
11 .
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X8 shrinks to zero. At low energies this corresponds to an N = 8 SYM theory in 2+1
dimensions, which involves seven, as opposed to eight, scalars. As a result it is natural
to expect that the Goldstone modes in the Higgs mechanism, rendering the gauge fields
dynamical, should be precisely X8, at least for the diagonal part X80 of the general N ×N
matrix, corresponding to the center of mass motion of the branes. On the other hand for
the BLG-model studied in [2],10 which employs real fields, the scalar degree of freedom that
disappeared was exactly the one that developed the VEV, as it should due to it not having
a complex partner. For our particular choice of VEV this would correspond to X4a and
X40 being singled out as opposed to X
8
0 implied by (3.4). This is a sign that the orbifold
picture is not an appropriate dual description of the SU(N) × SU(N) theory, which is in
line with the fact that there is no known string theory interpretation for ABJM with this
choice of gauge group. In fact, we will see that in the U(N) × U(N) case the Goldstone
modes that disappear are X4a and X
8
0 , exactly as needed to satisfy both previous pictures.
The pure ABJM lagrangian for both SU(N)×SU(N) and U(N)×U(N) gauge groups
is given by [34]:
S =
∫
d3x
[ k
4π
εµνλ tr
(
ALµ∂νA
L
λ +
2i
3
ALµA
L
νA
L
λ −ARµ ∂νARλ −
2i
3
ARµA
R
ν A
R
λ
)
− tr DˆµZ†ADˆµZA − i tr Ψ¯†AγµΨDˆµΨA − Vbos − VY ukawa
]
, (3.5)
where
Vbos = −4π
2
3k2
tr
(
ZAZ†AZ
BZ†BZ
CZ†C + Z
†
AZ
AZ†BZ
BZ†CZ
C
+4ZAZ†BZ
CZ†AZ
BZ†C − 6Z†AZBZ†BZAZ†CZC
)
(3.6)
VY ukawa = −2πi
k
tr
(
Z†AZ
AΨ¯†BΨB − Ψ¯†BZAZ†AΨB − 2Z†AZBΨ¯†AΨB + 2Ψ¯†BZAZ†BΨA
−ǫABCDZ†AΨ¯BZ†CΨD + ǫABCDZAΨ¯
†BZCΨ
†D
)
(3.7)
and
DˆµZ
A = ∂µZ
A + iALµZ
A − iZAARµ . (3.8)
For the higgsing it is appropriate to define
A+µ =
1
2
(ALµ +A
R
µ ) , A
−
µ =
1
2
(ALµ −ARµ ) , (3.9)
which, observing that ALµZ
A − ZAARµ = [A+µ , ZA] + {A−µ , ZA}, translates into
DˆµZ
A = DµZ
A + i{A−µ , ZA}
DµZ
A = ∂µZ
A + i[A+µ , Z
A]
F+µν = ∂µA
+
ν + i[A
+
µ , A
+
ν ] . (3.10)
Note that the abelian gauge fields do not appear in the covariant derivative Dµ. In terms
of these new variables the CS part of the lagrangian becomes
SCS =
∫
d3x
k
2π
εµνλ tr
(
A−µF
+
νλ +
2i
3
A−µA
−
ν A
−
λ
)
. (3.11)
The analysis will be performed for the bosonic sector but the fermions follow suit.
10That case corresponds to the SU(N)× SU(N) model for N = 2.
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3.1.1 The SU(N)× SU(N) case
We start by looking at the BLG case in Van Raamsdonk’s SU(2) × SU(2) formulation,
before generalizing to SU(N) × SU(N). The identification between the three-algebra and
the conventional gauge theory formulations is (adopting the notation of [32] to that used
in this paper)
XI = XI0 + iσiX
I
i , Ψ
I = ψI0 + iσiψ
I
i
ALµ = A
L
µ4iσi , A
R
µ = A
R
µ4iσi , (3.12)
with
Aµab = − 1
2f
(ALµab +A
R
µab) ,
A
L(R)
µab = ±
1
2
ǫabcdA
L(R)
µcd (3.13)
and the three-algebra structure constants fabcd = fǫabcd, while the SU(2) generators are
normalized by tr(σiσj) = 2δij . Note that we choose the old and new covariant derivatives
to differ by a factor of i. Still in real notation (I = 1, ..., 8) we thus make the identification:
DµX
Ia = ∂µX
Ia + fabcdAµbcX
Id
DµX
I = ∂µX
I + iALµX
I − iXIARµ . (3.14)
The generalization to SU(N) × SU(N) was given in [8]. However, there it was applied to
the U(N)×U(N) ABJM case although the U(1) factors seem not to have been included.
In order to proceed in the general SU(N)×SU(N) case one has to expand the complex
ABJM scalars as follows:11
ZA = zA0 T
0 + izAa T
a; ΨA = ψA0 T
0 + iψAa T
a; ARµ = A
aR
µ Ta; A
L
µ = A
aL
µ Ta (3.15)
and define the A±µ as above. Then one can split the fields into real and imaginary parts,
while giving a VEV to the real scalar component along T 0 = 1lN×N :12
ZA =
(
XA0√
2
+ vδA,4
)
T 0 + i
XA+40√
2
T 0 + i
XAa√
2
T a − X
A+4
a√
2
T a
ΨA = ψA0 T
0 + iψAa T
a + iψA+40 T
0 − ψA+4a T a . (3.16)
With the definitions [T a, T b] = ifabcT
c, {T a, T b} = dabcT c one gets
DˆµZ
A =
∂µX
A
0√
2
T 0 − DµX
A+4
a√
2
T a +
i∂µX
A+4
0√
2
T 0 +
iDµX
A
a√
2
T a
+2ivA−µaT
aδA4 + i
√
2A−µaX
A
0 T
a −
√
2A−µaX
A+4
0 T
a
− i√
2
A−aµ dabcT
cXA+4b −
1√
2
A−aµ dabcT
cXAb
+i[v(BAµ 4 + qCµδ
A4) + subleading] , (3.17)
11We normalize the SU(N) generators as tr(T aT b) = δab, while T 0 = 1lN×N .
12Note that compared to [8] we use a real and not an imaginary VEV. As a result the roles of X4 and
X8 will be interchanged in the final result compared to that reference.
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where we note that only the first of the A−µ terms involves the VEV v. Note also that in the
last line we wrote also the B and C terms in the covariant derivative, since they combine
with the rest. Indeed, we see that [v(B4µ4 + qCµ) +
1√
2
∂µX
8
0 ], [vRe(B
A′
µ 4
) + 1√
2
∂µX
A′+4
0 ]
and [−vIm(BA′µ 4) + 1√2∂µXA
′
0 ] appear together signalling the Higgs mechanism, as we will
discuss in more detail in a later section. However, since in this subsection we look only at
the pure ABJM part we will ignore B and C in the following discussion. Then
tr |DˆµZA|2 = N (∂µX
A
0 )
2
2
+N
(∂µX
A+4
0 )
2
2
+
(
(DµX)
A+4
c√
2
)2
+
(
2vA−µcδ
A4 +
(DµX)
A
c√
2
)2
+subleading , (3.18)
where all the terms with A−µ , except the one shown explicitly, are subleading in the large
v limit. Adding for free a term that gives zero under the integral by the Bianchi identity
k
2π
εµνλ
1
v
1
2
√
2
(DµX)
4
aF
+a
νλ (3.19)
we get, together with the CS terms,
S =
∫
d3x
[ k
2π
εµνλ tr
(
A−µF
+
νλ +
2i
3
A−µA
−
ν A
−
λ
)
− tr |DˆµZA|2
]
=
∫
d3x
[ k
2π
εµνλ(A−µa +
1
2v
1√
2
(DµX)
4
a)F
+
νλa − (2vA−µa +
1√
2
(DµX)
4
a)
2
−1
2
(DµX)
I′
a (D
µX)I
′
a −
1
2
NDµX
I
0D
µXI0 + higher order
]
, (3.20)
where I = 1, ..., 8 and I ′ = {I 6= 4}. The higher order terms also include a contribution
proportional to (A−µ )3. However, these terms are subleading in the limit k, v →∞ and can
hence be ignored.
Now one can perform a shift involving X4a :
A−aµ → A−aµ −
1
2v
1√
2
DµX
4
a (3.21)
that leads to the simple expression
S =
∫
d3x
( k
2π
εµνλA−µaF
+
νλa − 4v2A−µaA−µa −
1
2
(DµX)
I′
a (D
µX)I
′
a
−1
2
N∂µX
I
0∂
µXI0 + higher order
)
. (3.22)
In the above the X4a component has vanished. This is the Goldstone mode that will render
the SU(N) gauge field A+µa dynamical. Note that the X0’s are decoupled.
We finally integrate out A−µa to obtain
A−µa =
k
16πv2
εµνλF
+νλ
a + higher order (3.23)
and upon plugging this into the above expression for the action we get
S =
∫
d3x
(
− k
2
32π2v2
F+µνaF+aµν −
1
2
(DµX)
I′
a (D
µX)I
′
a −
1
2
N∂µX
I
0∂
µXI0 + higher order
)
.
(3.24)
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Then using the definition
k2
32π2v2
=
1
4g2YM
(3.25)
and taking the limit k, v →∞, with kv = fixed, the higher order terms drop out. Further-
more, performing an abelian duality transformation on the free scalar degree of freedom
X40 , one recovers an additional U(1) that combines with the SU(N) factor. The result is
nothing but the bosonic part for the kinetic terms of U(N) SYM theory in three dimensions,
including all the correct coefficients.
The situation can be summarized by referring to the coset SU(N) × SU(N)/SU(N)
where the group in the denominator is the diagonal subgroup of those in the numerator.
By standard Higgs arguments one can use the elements in the coset to rotate e.g. the
N × N matrix X4 into its diagonal part X40 . Due to the symmetry of the lagrangian the
corresponding gauge transformation will trivially cancel out in all non-kinetic terms proving
that X4a will not appear anywhere in those terms. This will be explicitly demonstrated later
in this section. What remains to be analyzed is the kinetic terms which were dealt with
above. We now turn to the U(N)×U(N) case where also the U(1) factors will experience
a Higgs effect.
3.1.2 The U(N)×U(N) case
In this case, which is the one that is relevant for the physics of M2-branes, we will obtain
some important differences compared to the previous result.
The expansion of the fields now includes the U(1) factors for the gauge fields
ZA = zA0 T
0 + izAa T
a , ΨA = ψA0 T
0 + iψAa T
a ,
ALµ = A
L0
µ T
0 +ALaµ T
a , ARµ = A
R0
µ T
0 +ARaµ T
a , (3.26)
and
ZA =
(
XA0√
2
+ vδA,4
)
T 0 + i
XA+40√
2
T 0 + i
XAa√
2
T a − X
A+4
a√
2
T a ,
ΨA = ψA0 T
0 + iψAa T
a + iψA+40 T
0 − ψA+4a T a , (3.27)
with the rest of the definitions remaining as for SU(N)×SU(N). As a result one gets some
extra terms involving A−µ0 in
DˆµZ
A =
∂µX
A
0√
2
T 0 − DµX
A+4
a√
2
T a +
i∂µX
A+4
0√
2
T 0 +
iDµX
A
a√
2
T a
+2ivA−µaT
aδA4 + i
√
2A−µaX
A
0 T
a −
√
2A−µaX
A+4
0 T
a +A−aµ dabcT
cXA+4b
−iA−aµ dabcT cXAb + 2ivA−µ0T 0δA4 + i
√
2A−µ0X
A
0 T
0 −
√
2A−µ0X
A+4
0 T
0
−
√
2A−µ0X
A
a T
a − i
√
2A−µ0X
A+4
a T
a + i[v(BAµ 4 + qCµδ
A4) + subleading] .(3.28)
As in the SU(N)× SU(N) case, we introduced the B and C fields since they combine with
XA
′
0 ,X
A′+4
0 ,X
8
0 and now additionally with A
−
0 . Specifically, we have [v(B
4
µ4
+qCµ+A
−
0µ)+
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1√
2
∂µX
8
0 ], [vRe(B
A′
µ 4
) + 1√
2
∂µX
A′+4
0 ] and [−vIm(BA
′
µ 4
) + 1√
2
∂µX
A′
0 ] appearing together,
once again signalling the Higgs mechanism. However the B,C fields will be dropped for
the moment and dealt with in later subsections. Then we obtain
tr |DˆµZA|2 = N (∂µX
A
0 )
2
2
+
(
(DµX)
A+4
c√
2
)2
+
(
2vA−µcδ
A4 +
(DµX)
A
c√
2
)2
+N
(
1√
2
∂µX
A+4
0 + 2vA
−
µ0δ
A4
)2
+ subleading . (3.29)
Adding for free the two terms, of which the second is new compared to the SU(N)×SU(N)
case,
k
2π
εµνλ
1
v
1
2
√
2
(DµX)
4
aF
+a
νλ +
Nk
2π
εµνλ
1
v
1
2
√
2
(∂µX
8
0 )F
+0
νλ (3.30)
and with the inclusion of the CS terms, we get that the lagrangian is
S =
∫
d3x
[ k
2π
εµνλ tr
(
A−µF
+
νλ +
2i
3
A−µA
−
ν A
−
λ
)
− tr |DˆµZA|2
]
=
∫
d3x
[ k
2π
εµνλ
(
A−µa +
1
2v
1√
2
(DµX)
4
a
)
F+aνλ +
Nk
2π
εµνλ
(
A−µ0 +
1
2v
1√
2
(∂µX)
8
0
)
F+0νλ
−
(
2vA−µa +
1√
2
(DµX)
4
a
)2
−N
(
1√
2
∂µX
A+4
0 + 2vA
−
µ0δ
A4
)2
−1
2
(DµX)
I′
a (D
µX)I
′
a −
1
2
N∂µX
A
0 ∂
µXA0 + higher order
]
, (3.31)
where I ′ = {I 6= 4}. The higher order terms will once again include (A−µ )3, which will lead
to subleading expressions in the limit k, v →∞.
Note that in this case we can perform a double shift; both the A−µa shift of (3.21) as
well as one for the new abelian component A−µ0:
A−µa → A−µa −
1
2v
1√
2
(DµX)
4
a and A
−
µ0 → A−µ0 −
1
2v
1√
2
(∂µX
8
0 ) (3.32)
and that leads to
S =
∫
d3x
( k
2π
εµνλ(A−µaF
a+
νλ +NA
−
µ0F
+
νλ 0)− 4v2A−µaA−µa − 4Nv2A−µ0A−µ0
−1
2
(DµX)
I′
a (D
µX)I
′
a −
1
2
N∂µX
I˜′
0 ∂
µX I˜
′
0 + higher order
)
, (3.33)
where I˜ ′ = {I 6= 8}.
It is important to observe that in the above both the X4a and theX
8
0 components vanish
to leading order, as opposed to only X4a for SU(N) × SU(N). These fields make up the
Goldstone modes that render, respectively, A+µa and A
+
µ0 dynamical to give back a U(N)
gauge field. This situation corresponds to the coset U(N) × U(N)/U(N). Without the
vanishing of the X80 one would have ended up with excessive degrees of freedom compared
to the initial theory. This result is also in line with the spacetime orbifold picture, as it
should apply to the trace component X80 , as opposed to the non-trace X
4
a .
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We can now integrate A−µ out to obtain
A−µ =
k
16πv2
εµνλF
+νλ + higher order (3.34)
and upon plugging into the above this gives rise to
S =
∫
d3x
[
tr
(
− k
2
32π2v2
F+µνF+µν
)
−1
2
(DµX)
I′
a (D
µX)I
′
a −
1
2
N∂µX
I˜′
0 ∂
µX I˜
′
0 +higher order
]
.
(3.35)
As for SU(N) × SU(N), along with the definition (3.25) for the YM coupling and taking
the limit k, v →∞, with vk → fixed, the higher order terms drop out and upon combining
the remaining traceless part of X8a with the trace part of X
4
0 this is nothing but the bosonic
part for the kinetic terms of U(N), three-dimensional SYM theory.
Similarly to the discussion at the end of the previous subsection, the Higgs phenomenon
can in this case be related to the coset U(N) × U(N)/U(N) where global factors in the
definition of U(N) are not considered. Thus a full N×N matrix is involved in the higgsing
which we saw above corresponded to X80 and X
4
a . When gravity is added to this picture
the situation becomes a bit more interesting, as we will discuss next.
3.2 Higgsing including the gravity sector
We will next investigate what happens when the gravitational sector is added to the theory.
Explicitly, the bosonic subsector of the lagrangian relevant for this analysis is13
L = g−2M LCS(ω˜) − e∂ZA∂Z¯A − e8R|Z|2 − eVpot(Z, Z¯) , (3.36)
where Vpot is the full bosonic potential. We remind the reader that apart from the one-
trace term coming from the original ABJM lagrangian the potential also contains double-
and triple-trace terms arising from the topological gauging. The terms in the potential are
scaled in such a way that they pick up one factor of g2M for each trace beyond the first,
following the relevant discussion in Section 2.
We note that due to the gauge-gravity interaction terms the introduction of the VEV,
ZA = vδA4 + zA, leads to a nonzero cosmological term in the lagrangian
Vpot(v) = V
3−trace
pot (v) =
1
44N
3g4Mv
6 . (3.37)
It is also immediately clear that the third term in the above lagrangian will lead to an
Einstein-Hilbert term that will play an important role later.
13The other set of limits discussed in this paper in Section 4 are based on the same lagrangian but with
an extra overall factor of g2M .
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3.2.1 Background: solution, decoupling limit
From (3.36) one obtains the following equations of motion, by varying with respect to the
scalars and the metric respectively:
ZD − 1
8
RZD +
5
4 · 64g
4
M |Z|4ZD −
g4M
32
ZD tr(ZAZ†C) tr(Z
CZ†A)
−g
4
M
16
|Z|2ZA tr(ZDZ†A) +
g4M
16
ZA tr(ZBZ†A) tr(Z
DZ†B) = 0 (3.38)
and
−e(∂µZA∂νZ¯A − 12gµν∂ρZA∂ρZ¯A) + g−2M Cµν + e2gµνVpot
− e8(Rµν − 12gµνR)|Z|2 + e8(∇(µ∇ν)|Z|2 − gµν|Z|2) = 0 , (3.39)
where
Cµν ≡ ǫ αβµ ∇α(Rβν −
1
4
gβνR) (3.40)
is the Cotton tensor.
It is now straightforward to verify that a constant VEV v solves the scalar equations
of motion: The D = 1, 2, 3 and the imaginary part of the D = 4 equation are satisfied by
the VEV, while the real part of the D = 4 equation gives
RBG = − 332(gMv
√
N)4 , (3.41)
which suggests an AdS background geometry. Although this looks like an Einstein equation,
it comes from the scalar equations of motion, so a priori it is a constraint on top of the
graviton field equations which we next check for consistency.
For AdS solutions the Cotton tensor vanishes, since the geometry is conformal, reducing
the gravitational field equation to
1
4(Rµν − 12gµνR)|AdS Nv2 = Vpot(v)gµν , (3.42)
which in turn gives
RBGµν = 2Λgµν with Λ = − 164(gMv
√
N)4 . (3.43)
The trace gives exactly (3.41), as expected for AdS3 with R = 6Λ.
Since one should be able to recover the pure ABJM lagrangian for generic values of
the ABJM fields and parameters but small perturbations around the (AdS) gravitational
background, we would next like to understand whether it is possible to decouple gravity
from the gauge theory in the lagrangian (2.20)-(2.28) using the gravitational coupling gM .
This decoupling limit is in fact gM → 0 with all other parameters fixed. In this
limit the terms in the lagrangian that couple gravity to matter become weak and the
background becomes flat, as seen from (3.41). The double-trace and triple-trace interaction
terms in (2.28) vanish trivially. Since the RBG|Z|2 background term vanishes, and we are
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only considering perturbations much smaller than the background, R|Z|2 also vanishes in
the limit.14 The remaining single-trace interaction terms involve at least one gravitino.
By rescaling the Rarita-Schwinger action to the canonical form through multiplying the
gravitini by gM cancelling the
1
g2M
coefficient, all the single-trace interaction terms pick up
gM factors and vanish as well. Therefore gM → 0 decouples gravity completely and we are
left with the pure ABJM lagrangian in a flat background.
In summary, the VEV is indeed a consistent solution of the equations of motion, giving
an anti-de Sitter space as a background. The limit gM → 0, with all other parameters fixed
and for small perturbations around the background, decouples gravity from the ABJM part
of the action.
3.2.2 Higgsed supergravity action and the chiral point
We now write down the relevant bosonic part of the higgsed gravitational lagrangian,
keeping in mind that this is in the presence of the AdS3 background we have just found.
This can be readily determined and reads
Lsugra = −ev
2N
8
(R− 2Λ) + 1
2g2M
ǫµνρTr α(ω˜µ∂ν ω˜ρ +
2
3
ω˜µω˜νω˜ρ) . (3.44)
In order for it to be compatible with the ABJM part of the higgsing process the above
is valid in the limit v → ∞, λ → 0, with vλ = fixed. However, in the presence of gravity
one needs to additionally supplement the former with a condition on their scalings relative
to the coupling gM . This can be seen as follows: In Eq. (3.41) we discovered that the
curvature for the background solution was given by
RBG = − 3
32
g4Mv
4N2 .
For a background space with fixed and finite curvature, the RHS of this equation must not
scale with v. This can be achieved by letting gM → 0 in such a way that
g¯2M = g
2
Mv
2N = fixed. (3.45)
For the background this means that, since R = 6Λ,
Λ = − 1
64
g¯4M . (3.46)
The Newton constant can also be read off from the above lagrangian:
κ2 =
8
v2N
. (3.47)
14We note however that it was essential that we only considered small perturbations around the back-
ground, otherwise for generic perturbations and generic nonzero VEV the R|Z|2 term gives gravity with
finite gravitational coupling κ2 ∼ 1
v
.
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If we then adopt the definition of the constant µ in front of the gravitational CS-term as
done in the work of Li, Song and Strominger [11] we have κ2µ = g2M and hence
µ =
g¯2M
8
. (3.48)
Finally, expressing the cosmological constant Λ in terms of a length ℓ as Λ = − 1
ℓ2
one finds
that15
µℓ = 1 , (3.49)
i.e. , as was first noticed in [9], the theory sits at a ‘chiral point’ in the sense of [11]. Note,
however, that the signs of the Einstein-Hilbert term and the cosmological term in (3.44)
are opposite to the ones used in [11], although they coincide with the ones normally used
in TMG. We will come back to this point in Section 4.1.
The limit with g¯2M = fixed looks similar to the weak gravity limit discussed at the end
of the previous section although now one has v → ∞, gM → 0, as well as a nontrivial
gravitational background. As a result it is not the same as the trivial limit that decouples
gravity and gives back pure ABJM. In fact, we will next find that at the end of the higgsing
process one obtains finite interaction terms between gravity and ABJM in addition to the
finite curvature gravitational piece. We will however postpone a full discussion of the
physics in the gravity sector post-higgsing to Section 4.
3.3 The interaction terms
We now turn to the interaction terms of the full action. These do not show any qualitative
differences between SU(N)×SU(N) and U(N)×U(N) so for the remainder of this section
we will assume the latter, which is the case of direct physical interest.
For the initial purpose of finding the leading contribution in v we can refrain from
using the full expansion (3.16), as this is rather involved and in fact some of the terms
might end up canceling. Instead we first perform the expansion around the VEV v using
the expression
ZA = vδA,4 + zA (3.50)
and derive the result for all the interaction terms as an order-by-order expansion in v .
3.3.1 Bosonic terms
The bosonic terms can be organized as single-, double- and triple-trace. The single-trace
6-scalar structures appear only in the ABJM part of the potential V6,
−V6 = tr(ZAZ†ZZBZ†BZCZ†C + Z†ZZAZ†BZBZ†CZC
+4ZAZ†BZ
CZ†AZ
BZ†C − 6ZAZ†BZBZ†AZCZ†C), (3.51)
15Here we define ℓ to be positive. The sign of ℓ does not enter the bosonic part of the theory, but is
related to the chirality of the supersymmetries when the fermionic sector is included.
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which was already analyzed in [8]. Here we simply wish to observe that all the terms scaling
like v6, ..., v3 vanish and that one is left with a potential which is of order v2λ2 ∝ g2YM , and
hence fourth order in the scalar fields, as expected [8]. The remaining terms are subleading
in v and will vanish in the v →∞ limit. The term surviving in the limit is
−V6 → −g
2
YM
4
tr
(
[XI
′
,XJ
′
][XJ
′
,XI
′
]
)
(3.52)
but since this term is part of the ordinary Yang-Mills theory it will not be mentioned
further when the scalar field interaction terms are discussed below.
For the rest of the interaction terms the results can be obtained using the formulas
from Appendix A. For the double-trace expressions we find that the v6, v5 and v4 terms
are identically zero, while for lower orders we obtain
−V2−trace = g2M
λ
8
|Z|2 tr(Z†DZCZ†CZD − Z†DZDZ†CZC)
+g2M
λ
2
tr(ZDZ†B) tr(Z
†
DZ
BZ†CZ
C − Z†DZCZ†CZB)
= g2Mλ
[1
4
v3N tr((z4 + z†4)[z
†
D, z
D]) +
1
2
v3N tr((z4 + z†4)[z
†
4, z
4])
−v
2N
8
tr(z†Dz
Dz†Cz
C − zDz†DzCz†C) +
v2N
2
tr(z†4z
4z†Cz
C − z4z†4zCz†C)
+
v2
4
tr(z4 − z†4) tr((z4 − z†4)[z†D, zD]) +
v2
2
tr zD tr(z†D[z
†
C , z
C ] + z†D[z
4, z†4])
+
v2
2
tr z†D tr(z
D[z†C , z
C ] + zD[z4, z†4])
]
+O(v) . (3.53)
Here we should note that the coefficients for the leading terms in v are ∼ g2Mλv3 which is
just g¯2MgYM and thus fixed in the scaling limit. As in the previous case, any remaining
contributions are of lower order in v and will vanish as v →∞.
For the triple-trace part the situation is more intricate. In this case no terms will
vanish identically and, due to the special properties of the set of limits used here, we must
keep not only the terms that are multiplied by parameters fixed under this scaling but also
terms that blow up. These latter terms will determine the background geometry and are
crucial for the interpretation of the results. We find
−V3−trace = g4M
[ 5
12 · 64 |Z|
6 − 1
32
|Z|2 tr(ZAZ†C) tr(ZCZ†A)
+
1
48
tr(ZAZ†C) tr(Z
BZ†A) tr(Z
CZ†B)
]
= g4M
{
− 1
256
(v2N + v tr(z4 + z†4))
3 − 3
256
tr(zAz†A)(v
2N + v tr(z4 + z†4))
2
+v2N
[ 5
256
(tr(zAz†A))
2 − 1
32
tr(zAz†B) tr(z
Bz†A)−
1
32
tr(z4z†4) tr(z
Az†A)
+
1
16
tr(z4z†A) tr(z
†
4z
A)
]
+
v2
16
[
tr z†A(tr z
B tr(zAz†B)
− tr z4 tr(zAz†4)) + tr zA(tr z†A tr(z4z†4)− tr z†4 tr(z4z†A))
]}
+O(v) . (3.54)
There appear three types of terms that survive the scaling limit and must be analyzed:
First, the cosmological term is blowing up since it is multiplied by g4Mv
6 ∼ g¯4Mv2 but will
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nevertheless result in a fixed AdS geometry (also the EH term is ∼ v2). Second, there are
mass terms ∼ g¯4M that do not scale. In addition there are terms linear in the scalar fields
which are ∼ g¯4Mv. Fortunately this latter kind of term arises also from R|Z2| and as we
will see shortly the two contributions cancel each other.
Collecting the results, the leading terms in v are
−VB = −g
2
Mv
3Nλ
2
√
2
fabcXA+4a X
A
b X
8
c −
1
256
g4Mv
3N3(v +
√
2X40 )
3
− 3
2 · 256g
4
Mv
2N2(v +
√
2X40 )
2(NXI0X
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
a) +O(v2) . (3.55)
The remaining terms of O(v2) are presented in Appendix B. As we have already explained
under Eq. (2.28), all terms with fabc also come multiplied by a power of λ = 2πk . This is
sensible, since one has from (3.25) that
gYM =
2π
k
v
√
2 = λv
√
2 . (3.56)
At this point the reader might be alarmed by the fact that the leading contribution
from the non-ABJM interaction terms is O(v3), while the one for ABJM is O(v2). However,
one needs to remember that it is the quantity g¯M = gMv from (3.45) that we would like
to keep fixed in our limit. Additionally, it is necessary to perform the rescaling
XI0 =
X˜I0√
N
, ψI0 =
ψ˜I0√
N
(3.57)
in order to make these of the same order as XIa , ψ
I
a. After doing so we obtain that
V2−trace,v2 ∼ O(λ) → 0, while V3−trace,v2 ∼ O(g2M ) → 0 and indeed the nonzero terms
come from the O(v3) contributions, giving
− VB = − g¯
2
M
4
gYMf
abcXA
′
a X
A′
b X
8
c −
g¯4Mv
2N
256
− 3
√
2
256
g¯4Mv
√
NX˜40 −
3
128
g¯4M (X˜
4
0 )
2
− 3
2 · 256 g¯
4
M (X˜
I
0 X˜
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
a) + subleading . (3.58)
In the summary of the final results in Section 1.2, these terms appear together with the
related terms arising from the expansion of the conformal scalar-curvature term:
−R
8
|Z|2 = −R
8
[
Nv2 + v
√
N
√
2X˜40 +
X˜I0 X˜
I
0
2
+
XIaX
I
a
2
]
. (3.59)
It is important to note here that there are unwanted terms linear in the scalar field X˜40 in
both of (3.58) and (3.59). However, by using the background curvature relation (3.46) the
last equation reads
−RBG
8
|Z|2 = 3
256
g¯4M
[
Nv2 + v
√
N
√
2X˜40 +
X˜I0 X˜
I
0
2
+
XIaX
I
a
2
]
(3.60)
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and we find that these linear terms cancel in an expansion around the AdS background.
This also affects the values of scalar masses and the bosonic interaction terms as seen from
−VB − RBG
8
|Z|2 = 1
128
g¯4Mv
2N − 3
128
g¯4M (X˜
4
0 )
2 − g¯
2
M
4
gYMf
abcXA
′+4
a X
A′
b X
8
c + subleading .
(3.61)
As noted already in the previous subsection, the first term in this result is related
to the cosmological constant which is proportional to g¯4Mv
2N and thus diverges in the
limit used here.16 The remaining terms are all finite as they should. Moreover, there is
no dependence on X4a ,X
8
0 , exactly as in the pure ABJM part, while X
4
0 is now massive.
However, in addition to this pure ABJM-like result there is also no dependence on any of
the X0 scalars except X
4
0 . This indicates that in this topologically gauged case there is an
extended Higgs effect at work, where the local SU(4) R-symmetry has also been broken.
The coset SU(4)/SU(3) indeed accounts for the missing seven scalars.
In conclusion, we obtain an AdS background geometry that is strongly enforced: Both
the Einstein and the cosmological constant terms are multiplied by v2, which diverges in
the limit used here. Apart from this fact, all the interaction terms between gravity and
ABJM are finite.
3.3.2 Fermionic terms
We quote the leading fermionic interaction terms from (B.5), while referring the reader
who is interested in the details to Appendix B:
−VF = −2
√
2
κ
iAf¯µA4γµ(ψ˜
A
0 + iψ˜
A+4
0 )−
2
√
2
κ
i
16
g¯2MeAχ¯µ4Aγ
µ(ψ˜A0 − iψ˜A+40 ) + c.c.
+
ig¯2M
16
e
[
3
¯˜
ψI
′′
0 ψ˜
I′′
0 + ψ¯
I′′
a ψ
I′′
a
]
+
ig¯2M
16
e
[
5(
¯˜
ψ40ψ˜
4
0 +
¯˜
ψ80ψ˜
8
0)− 3(ψ¯4aψ4a + ψ¯8aψ8a)
]
+
4ig¯2M
κ2
f¯µABχ
AB
µ +
ig¯2M
8κ2
ǫµνρχ¯νABγρχ
AB
µ + subleading , (3.62)
with I ′′ = {I 6= 4, 8}. These contributions are also all finite. We note that ψ˜I′′0 , ψI
′′
a , ψ˜
4,8
0 ,
ψ4,8a as well as the gravitini have acquired mass terms and that in extracting the leading
contributions we have used A−µ ∼ F
+
µ
v2
from (3.34). Also note that the kinetic term for the
gravitini has been included in this expression and that, after the breaking to the 3 + 3¯
of the R-symmetry group SU(3), all six gravitini are still AdS-massless. This fact was
incorporated into the supergravity lagrangian quoted in the introductory section, which
was claimed to have N = 6 supersymmetry.
3.3.3 The BAµ B , Cµ terms
The gravity sector also contains the fields BAµ B and Cµ, which are used to gauge the global
symmetries SU(4)R and U(1) respectively. Although Cµ does not couple to any of the other
16The second scaling procedure described in the next section gives rise to a finite cosmological constant
as well as a freely tunable Newton constant.
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gravitational fields including BAµ B [9], it is natural to discuss both of these two chiral CS
fields in the gravity context since both groups are obtained when breaking SO(8).
On top of their kinetic terms, in the presence of a scalar VEV there are also mass
terms coming from the ABJM piece, −e tr[D˜µZAD˜µZ¯A]. We have already seen in (3.28)
that the fields BAµ B and Cµ appear in the covariant derivative as
D˜Z4 = i[v(B4µ4 + qCµ + 2A
−
0µ) +
1√
2
∂µX
8
0 ] + ...
D˜ZA
′
= [−vIm(BA′µ 4) +
1√
2
∂µX
A′
0 ] + i[vRe(B
A′
µ 4
) +
1√
2
∂µX
A′+4
0 ] + ... . (3.63)
Then, in the absence of a potential for XA
′
0 ,X
A′+4
0 ,X
8
0 , one can indeed implement the usual
Higgs mechanism to have the fields XA
′
0 and X
A′+4
0 ‘eaten’ through the redefinition
Re(BA
′
µ 4
) +
1√
2v
∂µX
A′+4
0 → Re(BA
′
µ 4
)
Im(BA
′
µ 4
)− 1√
2v
∂µX
A′
0 → Im(BA
′
µ 4
) . (3.64)
The gauge fields BA
′
µ 4
obtain the usual mass terms, while XA
′
0 ,X
A′+4
0 disappear from the
action.
On the other hand, X80 was already ‘eaten’ by A
−
0µ in (3.32), which allowed for the
U(1) part of the nondynamical U(N) × U(N) CS field to turn into the U(1) part of the
dynamical U(N) Yang-Mills field. However, in that pure gauge theory discussion the effects
of BAµ B and Cµ were ignored. Accounting for them involves first redefining
B4µ4 + qCµ + 2A
−
0µ = A˜
−
0µ (3.65)
so that
A˜−0µ −
1√
2v
∂µX
8
0 → A˜−0µ . (3.66)
This means that the relevant terms in the action (3.33) become
kN
2π
εµνλA−µ0F
+0
νλ − 4Nv2(A˜−µ0 +
1√
2v
∂µX
8
0 )
2
→ kN
4π
εµνλA˜−µ0F
+0
νλ − 4Nv2A˜−µ0A˜−µ0 −
kN
4π
εµνλ(qCµ +B
4
µ4
)F+0νλ . (3.67)
As was the case before the A˜−0µ terms give the U(1) part of the Yang-Mills action, while
the extra one is
−kN
4π
εµνλ(qCµ +B
4
µ4
)F+0νλ = −
2
√
N
gYMκ
εµνλ(qCµ +B
4
µ4
)F+0νλ . (3.68)
Rewriting everything in terms of κ and µ, we finally get the B,C action
1
κ2µ2
∫
d3x
[
− µ
2
εµνρCµ∂νCρ − 2µεµνρTrA(Bµ∂νBρ + 2
3
BµBνBρ)
− 8µ2|BA′µ 4|2 −
4
√
Nµκ2µ2
gYM
εµνλ(qCµ +B
4
µ4
)F+0νλ
]
, (3.69)
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where the SU(4) (anti-)hermitian traceless field BAµ B has been split into a massless SU(3)
(anti-)hermitian traceless part BA
′
µ B′
, the massless 3× 3 trace iB0µ ≡
∑
A′ B
A′
µ A′
= −B4µ4,
and the massive complex vector BA
′
µ 4
(which ate the XA
′
0 ,X
A′+4
0 fields). Note that B
4
µA′
is related to BA
′
µ 4
by the (anti-)hermiticity condition.
Under this decomposition the CS term for the SU(4) field BAµ B splits into SU(3)
components as
− 2
µ
εµνρTrA(Bµ∂νBρ +
2
3
BµBνBρ) = − 2
µ
εµνρTrA′(Bµ∂νBρ +
2
3
BµBνBρ)
− 4
µ
εµνρBA
′
µ 4DˇνB
4
ρA′ +
2
µ
εµνρB0µ∂νB0ρ ,(3.70)
where
DˇνB
4
ρA′ ≡ ∂νB4ρA′ + iB0νB4ρA′ −
2
3
BB
′
ν A′B
4
ρB′ . (3.71)
It is evident that the SU(4) R-symmetry has been broken to SU(3)×U(1). At the same time
one combination of the abelian vector fields becomes massive. This field is still denoted
A+µ although it is a sum of several fields. Hence there is just one scalar degree of freedom
being absorbed in the higgsing of the abelian sector. Note that despite the appearance
of the coupling term between F+ and (qC + B) there is no further breaking of the U(1)
R-symmetry. The counting of degrees of freedom is then easily understood in terms of the
6 +N2 dimensional coset SU(4)×U(1) ×U(N)×U(N)/SU(3) ×U(1)×U(1) ×U(N).
The above discussion relied on the fact that massive CS-theories in three dimensions
have been analyzed in detail and seen to have one degree of freedom. Thus the action for
the BA
′
µ 4
field is the ‘self-dual action in odd dimensions’ of [35]. For an abelian field Aµ
one could use the transformation of [36], which allows to express an abelian self-dual field
as a Maxwell-CS (topologically massive) one, i.e.
1
κ2µ2
∫
d3x
[
− 1
4
F 2µν −
µ
2
εµνρA′µ∂νA
′
ρ
]
, (3.72)
where Fµν = ∂[µA
′
ν].
For nonabelian, coupled fields like our BA
′
µ 4
this transformation cannot be performed
[37].17 However, there is nothing unusual with having self-dual actions in odd dimensions
in the context of supergravity. In fact, such an action appears e.g. in 7 dimensional gauged
supergravity and it was shown in [38, 39] that it can arise by dimensional reduction of the
action of 11 dimensional supergravity.18
17The action for BA
′
µ 4
contains the terms BA
′
µ 4
B4νB′B
B′
ρ A′
.
18In odd dimensions the usual Klein-Gordon kinetic operator splits into two self-dual parts of opposite
relative sign
 −m2 ∼ (ǫ∂ +m)(ǫ∂ −m) , (3.73)
which means that a field with the Klein-Gordon equation of motion (−m2)A = 0 can be split, by further
adding an auxiliary field B with action B2, into two equations of motion of self-dual type
(ǫ∂ +m)P = 0 and (ǫ∂ −m)Q = 0 . (3.74)
These equations are in turn coming from an action of the type ∼ [ǫP∂P +mP 2 − ǫQ∂Q+mQ2]. In this
sense, the self-dual kinetic operator is the ‘square root’ of the Klein-Gordon one.
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3.4 Supersymmetry rules
We finally turn our attention to the effect of the higgsing on the supersymmetry transfor-
mation rules. Since both the U(N)×U(N) gauge fields Aµ and the BA′µ 4 fields have ‘eaten’
scalars to become dynamical, it is important to clarify how the transformations rules or-
ganize the physical states into N = 6 supermultiplets. The answer to this question will,
however, require additional information about the exact form of the special superconformal
transformations leaving the unhiggsed theory invariant.
As we will see below there is an interplay between the supersymmetry and special con-
formal supersymmetry transformations that needs to be understood in order to determine
the form of the supersymmetry transformations that are left unbroken after higgsing of the
theory. The introduction of a VEV with non-zero mass dimension breaks the conformal
and dilation dependent symmetries, in particular the special superconformal symmetry.
However, this does not imply that the supersymmetry that remains after higgsing coin-
cides exactly with that called supersymmetry in the conformal theory. Instead, in the
analysis below we find several facts that point towards one and the same solution to the
question of how to define supersymmetry after higgsing. This solution involves forming
a particular linear combination of the original supersymmetry and the special conformal
supersymmetry transformations.
3.4.1 The effect of the VEV on the supersymmetry of the original fields
In this subsection we will first derive the rules in terms of the original fields, i.e. before
the ‘eating’ has been implemented. In fact, this latter step would mean identifying the
final supermultiplets and that we will not be able to do in this work since we lack a
full control of the special superconformal transformations in the ABJM theory coupled
to conformal gravity, i.e. of the topologically gauged theory. The special superconformal
transformations are easily constructed in both the pure N = 6 superconformal gravity
theory, as demonstrated in [10, 9], as well as in the flat space ABJM theory [40]. However,
the validity of these expressions have not yet been verified in the coupled theory.
By replacing the Higgs ansatz in the supersymmetry rules (2.37)-(2.40) we obtain
δeαµ = iǫ¯gABγ
αχABµ
δχABµ = D˜µǫ
AB
g
δBAµ =
i
e
(f¯ νACγµγνǫgBC − f¯ νBCγµγνǫACg )
+
i
4κ
[
δA4ǫ¯BDγµ(ψ˜
D
0 − iψ˜D+40 ) + ǫ¯B4γµ(ψ˜A0 − iψ˜A+40 )
−δB4ǫ¯ADγµ(ψ˜D0 + iψ˜D+40 )− ǫ¯A4γµ(ψ˜B0 + iψ˜B+40 )
]
− 4i
κ2
(ǫ¯ACg χµ4CδB4 − ǫ¯gBCχ4Cµ δA4) +
i
κ2
(ǫ¯ADg χµBD − ǫ¯gBDχADµ )
δCµ = −vq(ǫ¯A4γµ tr(Ψ†A)− ǫ¯A4γµ tr(ΨA))− 16
κ2
q(ǫ¯4Dg χµ4D − ǫ¯g4Dχ4Dµ )
= −2q
κ
[
ǫ¯A4γµ(ψ˜
A
0 − iψ˜A+40 )− ǫ¯A4γµ(ψ˜A0 + iψ˜A+40 )
]
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−16
κ2
q(ǫ¯4Dg χµ4D − ǫ¯g4Dχ4Dµ )
δ(X˜A0 + iX˜
A+4
0 ) = iǫ¯
AB(ψ˜B0 + iψ˜
B+4
0 )
δ(XAa + iX
A+4
a ) = iǫ¯
AB(ψBa + iψ
B+4
a ) . (3.75)
For ΨB of (2.41) and the combined A
L/R
µ of (2.45)-(2.46) we only write the new terms
(gravitational interaction terms)
δΨB − δ0ΨB = g¯
2
Mv
16
ǫ4B +
g¯2M
4
√
2
δB4
[(X˜A0 + iX˜A+40 )√
N
(ǫA4 + ǫ4A) + (iX
A
a −XA+4a )T aǫ4A
]
+
g¯2M
16
√
2
[(X˜A0 + iX˜A+40 )√
N
ǫAB +
2X˜40√
N
ǫAB + (iX
A
a −XA+4a )ǫABT a
]
δALµ − δ0ALµ = δARµ − δ0ARµ =
8i
κ
[
− X˜
A+4
0√
N
+XAa T
a
]
(ǫ¯4Dg χµAD − ǫ¯gADχ4Dµ ) , (3.76)
noting that in the first equation the interaction term iAγµǫABχ¯
BDΨD vanishes under
rescaling and higgsing. Expanding ΨB we get
δ(ψ˜B0 + iψ˜
B+4
0 )− δ0(ψ˜B0 + iψ˜B+40 ) =
√
2Ng¯2M
16
(
v +
√
2X˜40√
N
)
ǫ4B +
g¯2M
16
(X˜A0 + iX˜
A+4
0 )ǫAB
δ(iψBa − ψB+4a )− δ0(iψBa − ψB+4a ) =
g¯2M
16
(iXAa −XA+4a )(ǫAB + 4ǫ4AδB4) . (3.77)
In the above, δ0 denote the set of supersymmetry transformations for the pure ABJM
theory. Pre-higgsing these were given by
δ0ΨA = −γµǫABD˜µZB + λ(−ǫAB(ZCZ†CZB − ZBZ†CZC) + 2ǫCDZCZ†AZD)
δ0A
L
µ = λ(ǫ¯ABγµZ
BΨA† − ǫ¯ABγµΨAZ†B)
δ0A
R
µ = λ(ǫ¯ABγµΨ
A†ZB − ǫ¯ABγµZ†BΨA) .
Post-higgsing, the v contribution cancels between the two terms in the gauge field trans-
formations, hence
δ0A
L
µ = λ(ǫ¯ABγµz
BΨA† − ǫ¯ABγµΨAz†B)
δ0A
R
µ = λ(ǫ¯ABγµΨ
A†zB − ǫ¯ABγµz†BΨA) . (3.78)
For the fermions we have
δ0ΨA = ivγµǫBA[2δ
B4A−µ + (B
B
µ 4
+ qCµδ
B4)]− γµǫABD˜µzB
+
√
2gYM (δA4ǫCDz
CzD + ǫC4[z
C , z†A])−
gYM√
2
(ǫA4[z
C , z†C ] + ǫAB [z
4 + z†4, z
B ])
=
[ 2√2i
κ
√
N
(BBµ 4 −B4µ 4δB4) +
i
2
√
2gYM
εµνρF
+νρδB4
]
γµǫBA
− 1√
2
γµǫAB′∂µ[
1√
N
(XB
′
0 + iX
B′+4
0 ) + (iX
B′
a −XB
′+4
a )T
a]
− 1√
2
γµǫA4∂µ[
1√
N
X40 −X8aT a]
+
√
2gYM [
1
4
δA4ǫCD(iX
C
a −XC+4a )(iXDb −XD+4b )
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+
1
2
ǫC4(iX
C
a −XC+4a )(−iXAb −XA+4b )]fabcT c
−gYM√
2
(ǫA4X
C
a X
C+4
b + iǫAB(iX
B
a −XB+4a )X8b fabcT c . (3.79)
This last set of higgsed pure ABJM transformations should be compared to the ones
for three-dimensional SYM in the low-energy limit of N D2-branes in flat space.
3.4.2 Supersymmetry for redefined higgsed fields
We can now use (3.32), (3.64) and (3.66) to obtain the transformations for the higgsed
fields after the ‘eating’ redefinition. Since the A−µa and A
−
µ0 fields get integrated out, the
bosonic on-shell degrees of freedom are contained in XI
′
a , X
4
0 , A
+
aµ, A
+
0µ and B
A′
µ 4. The
above redefinitions affect the supersymmetry rules through the change
δBA
′
µ 4
− 1√
2v
∂µδ(X
A′
0 + iX
A′+4
0 ) = δBˆ
A′
µ 4
(3.80)
and one also needs to drop the XA
′
0 ,X
A′+4
0 ,X
8
0 transformation rules altogether.
19 The
transformations for the bosonic fields then read
δeαµ = iǫ¯gABγ
αχABµ
δχABµ = D˜µǫ
AB
g
δBA
′
µ B′
=
i
e
(f¯ νA
′CγµγνǫgB′C − f¯ νB′CγµγνǫA
′C
g ) +
i
κ2
(ǫ¯A
′D
g χµB′D − ǫ¯gB′DχA
′D
µ )
δBA
′
µ 4
=
i
e
(f¯ νA
′Cγµγνǫg4C − f¯ ν4CγµγνǫA
′C
g ) +
κ
√
N
4
∂µ
[
ǫ¯AB(ψ˜B0 + iψ˜
B+4
0 )
]
+
i
4κ
[
− ǫ¯A′Dγµ(ψ˜D0 + iψ˜D+40 )− ǫ¯A
′4γµ(ψ˜
4
0 + iψ˜
8
0)
]
− 4i
κ2
ǫ¯A
′C
g χµ4C +
i
κ2
(ǫ¯A
′D
g χµ4D − ǫ¯g4DχA
′D
µ )
δB0µ ≡ iδB4µ 4 = −
1
e
(f¯ ν4Cγµγνǫg4C − f¯ ν4Cγµγνǫ4Cg )
−4
κ
[
ǫ¯4Dγµ(ψ˜
D
0 − iψ˜D+40 )− ǫ¯4Dγµ(ψ˜D0 + iψ˜D+40 )
]
− 1
κ2
(ǫ¯4Dg χµ4D − ǫ¯g4Dχ4Dµ )
δCµ = −2q
κ
[
ǫ¯A4γµ(ψ˜
A
0 − iψ˜A+40 )− ǫ¯A4γµ(ψ˜A0 + iψ˜A+40 )
]
−16
κ2
q(ǫ¯4Dg χµ4D − ǫ¯g4Dχ4Dµ )
δX˜40 = iǫ¯
4B′ψ˜B
′
0
δXA
′
a = iǫ¯
A′BψBa
δXA+4a = iǫ¯
ABψB+4a
δA+0µ = −
8
κ
√
N
X˜A+40 (ǫ¯
4D
g χµAD − ǫ¯gADχ4Dµ )
+
λ
2
(ǫ¯ABγµ
1
N
tr[{zB ,ΨA†}]− ǫ¯ABγµ 1
N
tr[{ΨA, z†B}])
19For notational simplicity we will drop the hat on BA
′
µ 4
after the redefinition, with the hope that this
will not cause any confusion.
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δA+aµ =
8
κ
XAa (ǫ¯
4D
g χµAD − ǫ¯gADχ4Dµ )
+
λ
2
(ǫ¯ABγµ{zB ,ΨA†}a − ǫ¯ABγµ{ΨA, z†B}a) . (3.81)
The above set of transformations, along with the ones for the fermionic fields presented
in the previous subsection,20 should leave the final action invariant. The situation should
be completely analogous to the case of pure ABJM in the limit of large v, where the
supersymmetry transformations post-higgsing can be seen to exactly reduce to the ones for
three-dimensional SYM.
However, the more intriguing properties of the above transformation rules are found
by looking at the transformation rules for the spinors. The gravitini transformation differs
from the one expected in a theory with an AdS background in that the covariant derivative
in δχABµ = D˜µǫ
AB
g does not contain a term proportional to a three-dimensional gamma
matrix. Such a term appears however in the special superconformal transformations of the
pure N = 6 supergravity theory [10, 9] and by combining this with the original super-
symmetry transformations given above the correct form of the variation of the gravitini
could be obtained. By correct we mean that the resulting Killing spinor equation should
have six solutions corresponding to the number of expected supersymmetries in the AdS
background.
There is another fact pointing in the same direction, namely the variation of the spinor
field from the ABJM theory. As seen above, the ordinary supersymmetry in the conformal
theory has picked up a constant shift after higgsing. Such a term would normally indicate
that supersymmetry is broken and that the fermion in question is a Goldstone fermion.
However, in our case we can eliminate this constant shift by adding a special superconformal
transformation in the same way as described in the previous paragraph.
The conclusion is that the supersymmetry that survives the higgsing of the supercon-
formal theory is a linear combination of the supersymmetry Q and the special conformal
supersymmetry S in the superconformal symmetry algebra of the unhiggsed theory, i.e. the
original topologically gauged ABJM theory. To make this explicit, the special supercon-
formal transformations identified in [10, 9] read
δχµAB = γµηAB (3.82)
and the corresponding transformation for the ABJM spinor field is [40]
δΨA = Z
BηAB , (3.83)
which in fact is the unique expression for this transformation. The arguments presented
above translate into the following result:
Q(ǫAdSAB ) = Q(ǫ
conf
AB ) + S(η
conf
AB =
g¯2M
16
ǫconfAB ) . (3.84)
20Note that the term
g¯2
M
16
(X˜A0 + iX˜
A+4
0 )ǫAB in the fermion variation (3.77) is the one needed to cancel
the variation of the background term − 1
8
RBG|Z|
2. Also, the XA
′
0 , X
A′+4
0 terms in (3.79) get absorbed in
BA
′
µ 4
by the ‘eating’ redefinition.
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Recalling now that
g¯4M
64 =
1
ℓ2
we conclude that the supersymmetry transformation of the
gravitini in AdS becomes
δχµAB = (D˜µ +
1
2ℓ
γµ)ǫAB , (3.85)
where we have chosen the positive root of g¯4M . This choice will be further justified in
Section 4.1. With this variation of the gravitini we get a Killing spinor equation that has
six solutions, that is, the theory has six supersymmetries as expected (see e.g. [41]). This
result also fits well with the corresponding formula in N = 1 chiral supergravity [20].
We end this section with an observation on the multiplet structure. Before performing
the higgsing, we started with two interacting N = 6 supermultiplets: the ABJM one,
with 8 bosonic and 8 fermionic on-shell degrees of freedom, and the topological conformal
supergravity one, with no on-shell degrees of freedom. After the higgsing, due to the R-
symmetry fields of the topological multiplet eating scalars from the abelian part of the
ABJM multiplet, we have a single entangled N = 6 supermultiplet with the same on-shell
degrees of freedom as the original ABJM multiplet.21 We are not aware of such examples
being discussed in the literature, so we will not try to fit this final multiplet into a general
analysis. The fact that the various fields in this multiplet have different masses is typical
of AdS backgrounds [42, 41].
4. Interpreting the supergravity action
Let us summarize our findings thus far: After higgsing the topologically gauged ABJM
theory we obtained an N = 6 action for three-dimensional SYM/CS theory coupled to
supergravity. The gravity sector is interesting since it consists of an EH kinetic term plus a
cosmological constant on top of the conformal gravity part that we started off with. As we
will discuss shortly this is a supersymmetric extension of the chiral gravity of [11] coupled
to a SYM/CS theory.
We begin with a few more comments on the effects of the nontrivial gravitational
background on the physics. In general dimension d, a term in the action of the type
1
16πG
∫
(R− 2Λ) (4.1)
leads to Einstein equations
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = −Λgµν . (4.2)
Tracing the above we get
R =
2d
d− 2Λ , (4.3)
which gives rise to the relation
Λ = −(d− 1)(d − 2)
2ℓ2
(4.4)
21In the language of the simple WZ analogy, after the redefinition one of the scalar degrees of freedom in
the WZ multiplet gets turned into a degree of freedom for the gauge field in the vector multiplet.
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between the AdSd radius ℓ defined by Rµν
ρσ = − 1
ℓ2
(δρµδσν − δσµδρν) and the cosmological
constant.
Because of the presence of the gravitational CS part in the three-dimensional theory
studied here, the Einstein equations will in general also involve the Cotton tensor Cµν , as in
(3.39), which however vanishes on the conformally flat AdS3 background. Moreover, since
then R = 6Λ one has from (3.41) that (recalling the definition g¯2M = g
2
Mv
2N)
Λ = − 1
ℓ2
= − g¯
4
M
64
= fixed , (4.5)
which means we are in a finite curvature AdS space and confirms our result (3.43).
In AdSd space the Breitenlohner-Freedman (BF) bound for scalars allows to a certain
extent for a negative mass squared. The bound relates the mass to the curvature through
m2 ≥ − 1
ℓ2
(d− 1)2
4
, (4.6)
which in our case of d = 3 gives
m2 ≥ −( g¯
2
M
8
)2 ≡ −µ2 (4.7)
and we would like to note the condition µℓ = 1 found in the previous section. Hence the
BF bound is always respected by the scalars in the higgsed theory, since they are either
massless or massive (X˜40 ) but never ‘tachyonic’, that is, never have a negative mass squared.
4.1 Comparison with the chiral gravity and chiral N=1 supergravity literature
By adding to the lagrangian (3.44) the necessary fermionic terms coming from the third
line of (3.62), we recover the full pure gravity sector of the N = 6 action, which was given
explicitly in (1.2). Let us however restrict ourselves to the graviton plus single gravitino
terms and put the rest of the fields to their VEVs. This leads to an N = 1 supergravity
which can be expressed as
L =
[
− ev
2N
8
(R − 2Λ) + v
2N
8
1
2µ
Tr α(ω˜ ∧ dω˜ + 2
3
ω˜ ∧ ω˜ ∧ ω˜)
]
−2iv
2N
8
[ e
2µ
D˜µχ¯νγ
ρσγµνD˜ρχσ − ǫµνρχ¯µ
(
D˜ν +
1
2ℓ
γν
)
χρ
]
. (4.8)
A similar action was derived by Becker et al. in [20] as a (1,0) supersymmetric extension
of the chiral pure gravity case considered in [11]. The lagrangian of [20] reads in our
conventions22
L′ = 1
16πG
[
e(R− 2Λ) + 1
2µ
Tr α(ω˜ ∧ dω˜ + 2
3
ω˜ ∧ ω˜ ∧ ω˜)
]
− i
16πG
[ e
2µ
D˜µχ¯νγ
ρσγµνD˜ρχσ + ǫ
µνρχ¯µ
(
D˜ν − 1
2ℓ
γν
)
χρ] . (4.9)
22Reference [20] uses a different conventions for the fermions: ψ¯ = ψ†γ0 = −ψ
†γ0 and for ǫ012 = −1,
while our conventions are ψ¯ = ψ†γ0 and ǫ012 = +1.
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One immediately sees that by rescaling the gravitino by a factor of 1/
√
2, and identifying
1
κ2
≡ 1
16πG
=
v2N
8
(4.10)
the two actions are identical up to some signs. The relative sign between the covariant
derivative and the gamma matrix differ in the two cases but this is just a matter of whether
we have (6, 0) or (0, 6) supersymmetry and is not important here.
Another sign difference with important physical implications is, however, expected in
view of an observation made already in [9] related to the sign of R. This sign was taken to
be + in [11, 20], which is opposite to the usual conventions in the literature on TMG and
the one appearing in the theory discussed here. The purpose of choosing the + sign was to
have positive energy BTZ black holes but negative energy massive gravitons. However, [11]
made probable that when the theory sits at the chiral point µℓ = 1 the massive gravitons
become zero energy states and one is led to a more sensible theory with a conjectured
chiral-CFT dual. This point of view generated some controversy in the literature which
is summarized in [14], where the reader can find an extensive list of references. In fact,
it is still a matter of debate whether the boundary dual to the above theory is a chiral
or logarithmic CFT, depending on the subtle choice of gravitational boundary conditions
discussed also in [15, 43, 21].
Our theory on the other hand is a TMG theory which appears at the chiral point µℓ = 1
as an automatic consequence of higgsing the topologically gauged ABJM theories. This
suggests a reversal of the signs of the energies for the gravity states and thus leads to zero
energy gravitons together with negative energy (unstable) black holes, as is customary from
the three-dimensional TMG literature. These black holes are potentially unpleasant and
attempts have been made to argue that they can never be formed in physical processes, see
for instance [16]. Chirality might in our case, as in the pure chiral gravity case, eliminate
the propagating gravitational bulk modes although this analysis has not been carried out
for the N = 6 supersymmetric situation found here. In any case, our construction provides
an N = 6 generalization of previous models [11, 20] and a setup for investigating these
issues from other angles.
A final question concerns the supersymmetry transformation rules for the gravitini and
the form of the AdS covariant derivative. Recall that we concluded in the previous section
that after the VEV is introduced we get
δχABµ =
(
D˜µ +
1
2ℓ
γµ
)
ǫABg , (4.11)
appropriate for a gravitational theory with a (negative) cosmological constant. However,
the relative sign between the covariant derivative and the gamma matrix was determined
by the analysis of the transformation rules in the previous section and must be consistent
with the terms in the action containing the same kind of AdS combination of a derivative
and gamma matrix.
First, of course, the sign is given by the gravitini kinetic terms presented in the begin-
ning of this subsection and we find also in this case a relative + sign between the covariant
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derivative and the gamma matrix. There are, however, other terms containing generalized
AdS derivatives. By looking at our full N = 6 lagrangian, we see that there exists a mixing
term coming from the first line of (3.62) and involving the spin-12 fermions:
[
f¯
µA4 − e g¯
2
M
16
χ¯ µA4
]
γµ(ψ
A
0 + iψ
A+4
0 ) , (4.12)
which can be rewritten by spinor flipping and seen to contain
γµ
[
fABµ −
e
2ℓ
χABµ
]
=
e
2
γνµ
(
D˜ν +
1
2ℓ
γν
)
χABµ , (4.13)
thus confirming that the relative sign is +. Having firm evidence of the form of the super-
symmetry transformation rules we conclude that this AdS theory has six chiral supersym-
metries23 which we might denote as (0, 6). The above terms in the action are included in
the final form of the higgsed action presented in equations (1.1) to (1.6).
4.2 Gravity interaction with matter
We next try to understand how gravity interacts with matter. The theory has two gravi-
tational-type coupling parameters: The usual Newton coupling κ from (4.10), which goes
to zero when the limits are taken but is kept non-zero in most of our analysis, and the
finite g¯2M ∼ µ, which multiplies all interaction terms between the gravitational and ABJM
sectors, given in (3.61) and (3.62) for the bosonic and fermionic contributions respectively.
The same g¯M also defines Λ = −µ2 through (4.5).
Because of (4.10) gravity is weakly interacting as can be straightforwardly seen: One
can define as usual the perturbative graviton hµν in terms of
gµν = g
(0)
µν + κhµν (4.14)
so that its kinetic term is canonical24 while the interactions, defined by κ, are weak. This
is the case even though the background AdS3 metric g
(0)
µν satisfies an equation of motion
involving the finite coupling g¯M in (3.42) and implying a finite cosmological constant. On
the other hand, the pure ABJM part will couple to hµν only through κ.
Since κ → 0 in the higgsing limit, the graviton hµν will be weakly coupled to matter.
However, one still has a bit of freedom: By increasing g¯M it is possible to increase the
coupling of hµν to (3.61) and (3.62), though in doing so one also increases the curvature
of the background AdS space. If we instead keep g¯M of O(1), then the pure ABJM and
interaction terms will be of the same order and both will only generate weak gravitational
perturbations.
23We have not established an exact dictionary between our conventions and those of [20] and can therefore
not compare our definition of (p, q) to theirs.
24That is, proportional to 1
2
hh+ ... , without any additional coupling in front.
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4.3 Higgsing summary and an alternative procedure
It is possible to envision an alternative higgsing procedure that leads to a set of tunable
coupling constants for the gauge theory as well as for the gravity sector of the theory. In
order to see how this might happen, let us concisely summarize the main points of the
higgsing process for the topologically gauged ABJM theory of [9] so that the possibility of
the alternative procedure involving a slightly different set of parameters and limits becomes
clear.
4.3.1 The higgsing procedure discussed so far
The higgsing discussed in this paper rely on the introduction of a new parameter25 gM in
the conformal supergravity sector of the topologically gauged ABJM theory and lead to
relations between the fundamental parameters of the theory and the final gravitational and
Yang-Mills coupling constants.26 Starting from the following schematically written part of
the bosonic lagrangian where, however, all parameters appear explicitly,
L = 1
g2M
LCS(ω) −R|Z|2 + 1λ(AdA+A3)−DZDZ¯
−λ2V 1−trace(Z)− λg2MV 2−trace(Z)− g4MV 3−trace(Z) , (4.15)
where λ = 2πk with k the Chern-Simons level, higgsing is straightforward and works as
follows: First the vector potential A is divided into two fields A+ and A− in the above
lagrangian which then appear through a term 1λA
−F+. Inserting the scalar VEV 〈Z4〉 = v
into the scalar field kinetic term one obtains a term v2(A−)2, which together with the
previous result leads to the equation v2A− ∼ 1λF+. Together these generate a proper
Yang-Mills kinetic term, namely 1
λ2v2
(F+)2, and hence we conclude that the Yang-Mills
coupling constant is determined by
g2YM ∼ λ2v2. (4.16)
Since we want to keep g2YM finite when the limits are taken, we find that these must involve
v →∞, λ→ 0 . (4.17)
It is also clear from the R|Z2| = v2R+ ... term in the lagrangian above that it is necessary
to identify the gravitational coupling constant as
κ2 ∼ 1
v2
, (4.18)
which then goes to zero when taking the limits (4.17). The lagrangian now reads schemat-
ically, to lowest order in the expansion around the VEV and with z the deviation from the
25This parameter plays a similar role to the level introduced in three-dimensional conformal gravity by
Horne and Witten in [44].
26For details how this is done see Section 3.2.2.
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VEV,
L = 1
g2M
LCS(ω) − 1κ2R+ 1g2YM (F
+)2 −DzDz¯
−(λ2v2(z)4 + subleading)− (λg2Mv3(z)3 + subleading)
−(g4Mv6 + g4Mv5(z) + g4Mv4(z)2 + subleading) , (4.19)
where the sub-leading terms become small in the v →∞ limit. For the single- and double-
trace potential terms (second line above) one of course also needs to show that, in this
limit, any contributions that would grow relative to the explicitly given Yang-Mills terms
vanish. For the single-trace term of the original ABJM theory this was shown in [8], while
for the double-trace terms this was demonstrated in Section 3.3 of this paper. As also seen
there, the linear term in the triple-trace potential (last line) cancels against a term coming
from the expansion of R|Z|2. Finally, we identified the coefficients in front of the three
potential terms and the gravitational Chern-Simons term and found
L = 1
κ2µ
LCS(ω) − 1κ2R+ 1g2YM (F
+)2 −DzDz¯
−(g2YM (z)4 + subleading)− (µgYM (z)3 + subleading)
−( 1
κ2ℓ2
+ ...+ subleading) , (4.20)
where subleading27 refers to positive powers of κ or 1
v2
, and where
µ ∼ g2M
κ2
, ℓ = 1µ (4.21)
with ℓ the AdS radius as in the previous sections. This confirms the prediction of [9] that
this theory is automatically sitting at a chiral point in the sense of Li, Song and Strominger
[11].
4.3.2 An alternative higgsing procedure
We have thus far described the higgsing procedure for the interacting ABJM plus gravita-
tional theory, presented as an extension of the M2 to D2 procedure of [2] for pure ABJM.
In this context, the starting point was uniquely determined by the requirement to obtain
a pure supergravity part that comes with the usual 1
g2M
coefficient, as well as the wish to
recover pure ABJM at gM = 0, i.e. to have no factors of gM in the pure ABJM part of the
lagrangian.
However if one forgets for a moment about the M2-brane origin of the theory and its
associated ABJM interpretation, and only considers higgsing some field theory coupled to
gravity, it is possible to consider a slightly different starting point:
L = LCS(ω) − g2MR|Z|2 + g
2
M
λ (AdA+A
3)− g2MDZDZ¯
−λ2g2MV 1−trace(Z)− λg4MV 2−trace(Z)− g6MV 3−trace(Z) , (4.22)
27The terms displayed are the non-vanishing ones with lowest number of scalar fields. Terms with more
scalar fields have thus fewer powers of the VEV v.
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which is essentially the lagrangian used in the previous discussion multiplied by a factor of
g2M . As we will see below this minor alteration nevertheless has an impact on the behavior
of the various coefficients when taking the limits.
It can be easily verified that performing the higgsing based on the same VEV as above,
〈Z4〉 = v, now leads to the identifications
g2YM ∼
λ2v2
g2M
, κ2 ∼ 1
v2g2M
, (4.23)
resulting in the lagrangian
L = LCS(ω) − 1κ2R+ 1g2YM (F
+)2 − g2MDzDz¯
−(λ2v2g2M (z)4 + subleading)− (λg4Mv3(z)3 + subleading)
−(g6Mv6 + ...+ subleading) . (4.24)
At this point one may rescale the scalar fields
z =
z˜
gYMgM
, (4.25)
which will turn all coefficients in L into combinations of only κ and gYM :
L = LCS(ω) − 1κ2R+ 1g2YM (F
+)2 − 1
g2YM
Dz˜D ¯˜z
−( 1
g2YM
(z˜)4 + subleading)− ( 1
κ2g2YM
(z˜)3 + subleading)
−( 1
κ6
+ 1
κ5gYM
(z˜) + 1
κ4g2YM
(z˜)2 + subleading) . (4.26)
From this form of the lagrangian we conclude that
µ = κ−2, ℓ = κ2 (4.27)
and hence that the theory is at the ‘chiral point’ just as we found in the first analysis.
One also discovers that the sub-leading terms all appear with more than two inverse
powers of gYM and thus become negligible close to the IR fixed point, i.e. for large Yang-
Mills coupling. This is not the same procedure as that done in the pure ABJM case, where
we wanted v → ∞, λ → 0 and we obtained three-dimensional SYM at finite gYM ∼ vλ.
However, the current starting point may not have an M2/ABJM interpretation, in which
case this is not an issue.
The analysis of the sub-leading terms is done as follows: The one-trace (ABJM) po-
tential V (proportional to Z6) has an expansion around the VEV v that gives the term
at order v2z˜4/g2Y M . Replacing one z˜ with a VEV v means acquiring an extra factor of
vgMgYM =
gYM
κ . As is known from [2, 33] this and the terms resulting after two and more
such replacements all vanish. Replacing a VEV by z˜ on the other hand will produce extra
factors of gYM in the denominator and yield sub-leading expressions in the IR limit.
For the double-trace potential we get a cubic contribution with the remaining terms in
its expansion behaving in a similar way. Finally, the triple-trace potential starts with the
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cosmological constant term κ−6 and by replacing VEVs with z˜’s on gets a linear term that
vanishes and a bilinear contribution that is a mass term with coefficient g−2YMκ
−4. One also
has a term linear in the scalar field with a non-vanishing coefficient. However, this term is
needed since it will cancel a similar one coming from the expansion of the conformal R|Z|2
in the lagrangian. The rest of the terms are all sub-leading in the gYM →∞ limit.
The main novelty of this alternative approach is that the three limits
v →∞, λ→ 0, gM → 0 (4.28)
can be used to keep the gravitational coupling
κ2 = 8
g2Mv
2 (4.29)
fixed and finite. However, it does not seem possible to completely switch off gravity since
then the AdS radius goes to zero, i.e. in that case one is dealing with a background of
infinite curvature. We should keep in mind that in this case the M2/ABJM interpretation
may be lost but one can nevertheless study the model in its own right.
Hence the two pictures present different virtues: While for the usual ABJM interpre-
tation, considered in the bulk of this paper, we could not avoid to decouple gravity (since
v ∼ 1κ and v →∞). This, however, happens at a fixed AdS radius, which is welcome. On
the other hand, in the alternative approach we have a fixed gravitational coupling constant
with an AdS radius that is proportional to the gravitational coupling. Both features are
somewhat unusual but should be viewed as consequences of the fact that the theory is tied
to the chiral point. It seems that the physical effects of the chiral point in this model need
to be further studied.
5. Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we analyzed the higgsing [2] of the topologically gauged ABJM model con-
structed in [9]. We first re-expressed the model of [9] in a bifundamental Lie algebra
formulation and introduced a coupling constant gM for the conformal supergravity sector
and the matter-gravity interactions. We proceeded to briefly review the higgsing for the
original ABJM case. In doing so we took some care to clarify the role of U(1) factors that
were previously omitted in the literature.
We then presented the higgsing procedure for the theory of [9] as an extension to
ABJM. For the latter one needs to take the VEV v and CS level k to infinity, with vk ≡
gYM = fixed, while in the theory studied in this paper one must also take gM → 0, with
g2Mv
2N
8 ≡ µ = fixed, where 1µ is the coefficient of the gravitational Chern-Simons term. This
leads to an N = 6 supersymmetric theory involving an AdS3 background of finite radius ℓ
with µℓ = 1. All matter coupled to gravity through a weak Newton coupling, κ2 ∼ 1
v2
→ 0.
The corresponding action was given in Eq. (1.1), with the gravity part being a super-
symmetric generalization of topologically massive gravity (TMG) at the ‘chiral point’ in
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the sense of [11]. The supersymmetries appearing in the higgsed theory can be seen to arise
as linear combinations of supersymmetries and special superconformal symmetries of the
unhiggsed theory. One should note, however, that we here find the sign of the Einstein-
Hilbert term reversed compared to [11] as is more customary in the three-dimensional
TMG literature. It would be interesting to further elucidate the role of this sign issue and
to see whether our construction can provide a different angle on the subtle questions of
gravitational boundary conditions that determine the nature of the physical states and the
dual CFT for these theories.
Besides the standard ABJM Higgs effect we also find that the R-symmetry is broken to
SU(3) with the result that all but one of the eight Goldstone scalars XI0 are ‘eaten’ by gauge
fields. This makes it hard to find a D-brane interpretation for the final theory unless the
branes experience some kind of position stabilization in analogy to the discussion of [45]
in the context of brane-world models. Since in string theory independent world-volume
Einstein gravity on branes is not allowed, world-volume gravity would most likely arise
from the space-time fields. Indeed, in brane-world models, world-volume gravity does arise
from brane-restriction of space-time gravity as in the Randall-Sundrum model [46], and
position stabilization generates an effective action for the space-time fields restricted to the
world-volume [45].
Similar questions remain in connection with the interpretation of the theory in the
conformal phase. Since the ABJM theory captures the dynamics of N M2-branes on a
C
4/Zk orbifold, the coupling to conformal world-volume supergravity might be thought
of as a construction resembling the string action with world-sheet gravity, used e.g. when
quantizing the string on higher genus Riemann surfaces, or perhaps as a first step towards
coupling the theory to more general backgrounds.
In this context one could also ask what the string/M-theory origin of a topologically
gauged theory might be. There exist examples for which the low energy limit has been
known to fail in decoupling gravity, e.g. systems involving D3-branes intersecting D7/O7
configurations on a 1+1d subspace. This special property is due to the particular way α′
appears in front of the different terms in the lagrangian [47, 48]. Perhaps the model of [9]
arises in a similar way from some yet to be determined M-theory configuration. It would
be interesting to investigate further if such a picture can be realized.
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A. Expansion and trace formulas
In this appendix we list various formulas that were used for the higgsing of the topologically
gauged ABJM action. In particular, we find for the bosonic single-trace 2-scalar structures:
|Z|2 =
∑
A
tr(ZAZ†A) = tr
(
v2 + v(z4 + z†4) + z
Az†A
)
tr(ZBZ†A) = tr
(
v2δA,4δ
B,4 + v(zBδA,4 + z
†
Aδ
B,4) + zBz†A
)
tr(ZBD˜ρZ
†
A) = tr
(
vD˜ρvδA,4δ
B,4 + zBD˜ρvδA,4 + vD˜ρz
†
Aδ
B,4 + zBD˜ρz
†
A
)
, (A.1)
which then also implies
tr(ZBZ†A) tr(Z
AZ†B) = (v
2N + v tr(z4 + z†4))
2 + 2v2N tr(z4z†4)
+2v2(tr zA tr z†A − tr z4 tr z†4)
+2v(tr zA tr(z4z†A) + tr z
†
A tr(z
†
4z
A)) + tr(zAz†B) tr(z
Bz†A)
tr(ZAZ†C) tr(Z
BZ†A) tr(Z
CZ†B) = (v
2N + v tr(z4 + z†4))
3 + 3v2(v2N + v tr(z4 + z†4))×
×(tr zA tr z†A − tr z4 tr z†4) + 3v4N2 tr(z4 + z†4)
+3v3N [tr(z4 + z†4) tr(z
4z†4) + tr(z
4z†A) tr z
A
+tr(zAz†4) tr z
†
A] +O(v2) . (A.2)
The bosonic single-trace 4-scalar structures are
tr(Z†DZ
BZ†CZ
C − ZBZ†DZCZ†C) = tr
(
v[z†C , z
C ](δB,4z†D + δD,4z
B) + vz†D([z
B , z4] + [zB , z†4])
+z†Dz
Bz†Cz
C − zBz†DzCz†C
)
tr(Z†DZ
DZ†CZ
C − ZDZ†DZCZ†C) = tr
(
2v(z4 + z†4)[z
†
D, z
D] + z†Dz
Dz†Cz
C − zDz†DzCz†C
)
.
(A.3)
Combining the above we get
tr(ZDZ†B) tr(Z
†
DZ
BZ†CZ
C − ZBZ†DZCZ†C) = tr(v2) tr
(
v[z†C , z
C ](z†4 + z
4) + v(z4 + z†4)[z
†
4, z
4]
)
+tr(v2) tr(z†4z
4z†Cz
C − z4z†4zCz†C)
+ tr(vzD) tr
(
v[z†C , z
C ]z†D + vz
†
D[z
4, z†4]
)
+tr(vz†B) tr
(
v[z†C , z
C ]zB + vzB [z4, z†4])
)
+tr(vz4) tr
(
v[z†C , z
C ]z4)
+ tr(vz†4) tr(v[z
†
C , z
C ]z†4
)
+tr(zDz†B) tr
(
vz†D([z
B , z4] + [zB , z†4])
)
+tr(zDz†4) tr
(
v[z†C , z
C ]z†D)
+ tr(z4z†B) tr(v[z
†
C , z
C ]zB
)
+tr(vzA) tr(z†Az
4z†Cz
C − z4z†AzCz†C)
+ tr(vz†A) tr(z
†
4z
Az†Cz
C − zAz†4zCz†C)
+ tr(zDz†B) tr(z
†
Dz
Bz†Cz
C − zBz†DzCz†C) . (A.4)
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Finally we get the combinations:
|Z6| = tr(v2)3 + tr(v(z4 + z†4))3 + tr(zAz†A)3
+3
(
tr(v2)2[tr(v(z4 + z†4)) + tr(z
Az†A)]
+ tr(v(z4 + z†4))
2[tr(v2) + tr(zAz†A)]
+ tr(zAz†A)
2[tr(v2) + tr(v(z4 + z†4))]
)
+6 tr(v2) tr(v(z4 + z†4)) tr(z
Az†A) (A.5)
|Z2| tr(ZAZ†B) tr(ZBZ†A) = tr(v2)3 + tr(v2)2
(
3 tr(vz4) + 3 tr(vz†4)
+ tr(zAz†A) + 2 tr(z
4z†4)
)
+tr(v2)
(
3(tr(vz4) + tr(vz†4))
2
+2 tr(vz†A) tr(z
Az†4) + tr(z
Az†B) tr(z
Bz†A)
+2 tr(z4z†4) tr(vz
4) + 2 tr(z4z†4) tr(vz
†
4)
+2 tr(vzA) tr(z4z†A) + tr(z
4z†4) tr(z
Az†A)
+2 tr(vz4) tr(zAz†A) + 2 tr(vz
†
4) tr(z
Az†A)
)
+tr(zCz†C) tr(z
Az†B) tr(z
Bz†A) +
(
tr(vz4) + tr(vz†4)
)3
+2
(
tr(vzA) tr(z4z†A) + tr(vz
†
A) tr(z
Az†4)
)
×
×
(
tr(vz4) + tr(vz†4) + tr(z
Az†A)
)
+tr(zAz†A)
(
tr(vz4) + tr(vz†4)
)2
+tr(zAz†B) tr(z
Bz†A) tr(vz
4)
+ tr(zAz†B) tr(z
Bz†A) tr(vz
†
4) (A.6)
|Z2| tr(Z†DZDZ†CZC − ZDZ†DZCZ†C) =
(
2 tr(v(z4 + z†4)[z
†
D, z
D])
+ tr(z†Dz
Dz†Cz
C − zDz†DzCz†C)
)
×
(
tr(v2) + tr(v(z4 + z†4)) + tr(z
Az†A)
)
. (A.7)
Working with the normalisation T 0 = 1lN×N , considering [T a, T b] = ifabcT c and
tr({T a, T b}T c) = dabc, a few trace formulas relevant for the bosonic terms are
[zA, z†A] = −XA+4a XAb fabcT c
tr(z4 + z†4) = N
√
2X40
tr(z4 − z†4) = i
√
2NX80
tr(zA) tr(z†A)− tr(z4) tr(z†4) =
N2
2
(
XI0X
I
0 −X40X40 −X80X80
)
zAz†A =
1
2
(
XI0X
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
b T
aT b + 2XAa X
A+4
0 T
a − 2XA0 XA+4a T a −XA+4a XAb fabcT c
)
z†Az
A =
1
2
(
XI0X
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
b T
aT b + 2XAa X
A+4
0 T
a − 2XA0 XA+4a T a +XA+4a XAb fabcT c
)
tr(zAz†A) =
1
2
(N XI0X
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
a)
tr((z4 + z†4)[z
†
D, z
D]) = −
√
2fabcXA+4a X
A
b X
8
c
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tr(z†4[z
4, z†4]) =
1√
2
fabcX8aX
4
b (X
8
c + iX
4
c )
tr((z4 − z†4)[z†D, zD]) = i
√
2fabcXA+4a X
A
b X
4
c
tr(z†Dz
Dz†Cz
C − zDz†DzCz†C) = XA+4a XAb fabc(2XBc XB+40 − 2XB0 XB+4c +
1
2
def cX
I
eX
I
f )
tr(z†4z
4z†Cz
C − z4z†4zCz†C) =
1
2
fabc
{
XA+4a X
A
b (2X
4
cX
8
0 − 2X40X8c +
1
2
dedc(X
4
eX
4
f +X
8
eX
8
f ))
+X8aX
4
b (2X
B
c X
B+4
0 − 2XB0 XB+4c +
1
2
def c(X
I
eX
I
f ))
}
tr(zD) tr(z†D[z
†
C , z
C ]) = −N
2
fabcXC+4a X
C
b (X
D+4
c + iX
D
c )(X
D
0 + iX
D+4
0 )
tr(zD) tr(z†D[z
4, z†4]) =
N
2
fabcX8aX
4
b (X
D+4
c + iX
D
c )(X
D
0 + iX
D+4
0 )
tr(z†D) tr(z
D[z†C , z
C ]) = −N
2
fabcXC+4a X
C
b (X
D+4
c − iXDc )(XD0 − iXD+40 )
tr(z†D) tr(z
D[z4, z†4]) =
N
2
fabcX8aX
4
b (X
D+4
c − iXDc )(XD0 − iXD+40 )
tr(zA) tr(z†A) tr(z
4z†4) =
N2
4
XI0X
I
0
[
N((X40 )
2 + (X80 )
2) + (X4a)
2 + (X8a)
2
]
tr(zA) tr(z†4) tr(z
4z†A) =
N2
4
[
NXI0X
I
0 ((X
4
0 )
2 + (X80 )
2) + (XA0 X
4
0 +X
A+4
0 X
8
0 )(X
A
a X
4
a +X
A+4
a X
8
a)
+(XA0 X
8
0 −XA+40 X40 )(XAa X8a −XA+4a X4a)
]
tr(z†A) tr(z
4) tr(zAz†4) =
N2
4
[
NXI0X
I
0 ((X
4
0 )
2 + (X80 )
2)
+(XA0 − iXA+40 )(iXAa −XA+4a )(X40 + iX80 )(−iX4a −X8a)
]
= tr(zA) tr(z†4) tr(z
4z†A)
tr(z†A) tr(z
B) tr(zAz†B) =
N2
4
[
N(XI0X
I
0 )
2 + (XA0 X
B
0 +X
A+4
0 X
B+4
0 )(X
A
a X
B
a +X
A+4
a X
B+4
a )
+(XA0 X
B+4
0 −XA+40 XB0 )(XAa XB+4a −XA+4a XBa )
]
tr(zAz†B) =
1
2
(
N(XA0 + iX
A+4
0 )(X
B
0 − iXB+40 )− (iXAa −XA+4a )(XB+4a + iXBa )
)
tr(zAz†B) tr(z
Bz†A) =
1
4
[
N2(XI0X
I
0 )
2 + (XIaX
I
b )
2 + (XAa X
A+4
b −XA+4a XAb )2
+2N [(XI0X
I
a)
2 + (XA+40 X
A
a −XA0 XA+4a )2]
]
tr(zAz†4) tr(z
4z†A) =
1
4
[
N2
(
XI0X
I
0 (X
4
0X
4
0 +X
8
0X
8
0 )
)
+ |(X8a + iX4a)(iXAa −XA+4a )|2
−N(X40 − iX80 )(XA0 + iXA+40 )(XA+4a + iXAa )(iX4a −X8a)− c.c.
]
=
1
4
[
N2XI0X
I
0 (X
4
0X
4
0 +X
8
0X
8
0 )
+(XA+4a X
4
b +X
A
a X
8
b )(X
A+4
b X
4
a +X
A
b X
8
a)
+(XAa X
4
b −XA+4a X8b )(XAb X4a −XA+4b X8a)
+2N [(XA0 X
4
0 +X
A+4
0 X
8
0 )(X
A+4
a X
8
a +X
A
a X
4
a)
+(X40X
A+4
0 −X80XA0 )(XA+4a X4a −XAa X8a)]
]
tr(z4z†4) tr(z
Az†A) =
1
4
(NX40X
4
0 +NX
8
0X
8
0 +X
4
aX
4
a +X
8
aX
8
a)(NX
I
0X
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
a) , (A.8)
where in the first identity we do not sum over A.
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Formulas relevant for the fermionic terms are
[zA, z†D] =
1
2
fabc(iX
A
a X
D
b −XA+4a XDb +XAa XD+4b + iXA+4XD+4b )T c
[zA, zD] =
1
2
fabc(−iXAa XDb +XA+4a XDb +XAa XD+4b + iXA+4XD+4b )T c
tr(Z†DZ
CZ†CZ
D − Z†DZDZ†CZC) = 2
√
2vfabcXA+4a X
A
b X
8
c − fabcXA+4a XAb
(2XBc X
B+4
0 − 2XB0 XB+4c +
1
2
def cX
I
eX
I
f )
tr(ZBZ†A) = v
2NδA,4δ
B,4 +
vN√
2
((XA0 − iXA+40 )δB,4 + δA,4(XB0 + iXB+40 ))
+
N
2
(XB0 + iX
B+4
0 )(X
A
0 − iXA+40 ) +
1
2
(XB+4a − iXBa )(XA+4a + iXAa )
tr(ZBD˜ρZ
†
A) =
vN√
2
δB,4∂ρ(X
A
0 − iXA+40 ) +
√
2v(XBa + iX
B+4
a )A
a−
ρ δ
A,4
+
N
2
(XB0 + iX
B+4
0 )∂ρ(X
A
0 − iXA+40 ) +
1
2
(XB+4a − iXBa )Dρ(XA+4a + iXAa )
+subleading− iNδA,4A−µ0
[
2v2δB,4 +
√
2(XB0 + iX
B+4
0 )
]
tr(Z†
[D
Z [AZ†
C]
ZB] − Z†
[D
ZB]Z†
C]
ZA]) =
1√
2
vifabc
[
(iX [Ca +X
[C+4
a )(iX
D]
b +X
D]+4
b )×
×(iX [Ac −X [A+4c )δB],4
+(iX [Aa −X [A+4a )(iXB]b −XB]+4b )(iX [Cc +X [C+4c )δD],4
]
+subleading
tr(Ψ¯†DΨ
B) =
N√
2
(ψ
[A
0 + iψ
[A+4
0 )∂µ(X
B]
0 − iXB]+40 )
+(iψ[Aa − ψ[A+4a )
[Dµ(−iXB]a −XB]+4a )√
2
− 2ivA−µaδB,4
]
−2iNvA−µ0δA,4(ψA0 + iψA+40 ) + subleading
tr(ΨAΨ
†C) = N(ψA0 + iψ
A+4
0 )(ψ
†C
0 − iψ†C+40 ) + (iψAa − ψA+4a )(−iψ†Ca − ψC+4a )
tr(ΨAZ
†
B) =
N√
2
(ψA0 + iψ
A+4
0 )(X
B
0 − iXB+40 )
+
1√
2
(iψAa − ψA+4a )(−iXBa −XB+4a ) + vNδB,4(ψA0 + iψA+40 )
tr(ΨB(ZDZ†DZ
A − ZAZ†DZD)) = −iv(iψBc − ψB+4c )fabcX8a(iXAb −XA+4b )
−vδA,4XD+4a XDb (iψBc − ψB+4c ) + subleading
tr(ΨD(Z [BZ†DZ
A] − Z [AZ†DZB])) = −
i
2
v(iψ4c − ψ8c )(iX [Aa −X [A+4a )(iXB]b −XB]+4b )fabc
−iv(iψDc − ψD+4c )δ[A,4(−iXa,D −Xa,D+4)(iXB]b −XB]+4b )fabc
+subleading . (A.9)
B. Subleading terms in v
Here we present formulas for the Higgsed action down to O(v) for both the bosonic and
fermionic pieces.
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B.1 Bosonic terms
The bosonic 2-trace terms give
−V2−trace,v2 = −
g2Mv
2Nλ
8
XA+4a X
A
b f
abc(2XBc X
B+4
0 − 2XB0 XB+4c +
λ
2
def cX
I
eX
I
f )
+
g2Mv
2Nλ
4
fabc
{
XA+4a X
A
b (2X
4
cX
8
0 − 2X40X8c +
1
2
dedc(X
4
eX
4
f +X
8
eX
8
f ))
+X8aX
4
b (2X
B
c X
B+4
0 − 2XB0 XB+4c +
1
2
def c(X
I
eX
I
f ))
}
−g
2
Mv
2Nλ
2
fabcXA+4a X
A
b X
4
cX
8
0
+
g2Mv
2Nλ
2
fabc(XD+4c X
D
0 −XDc XD+40 )(X8aX4b −XC+4a XCb ) . (B.1)
The bosonic 3-trace terms give
−V3−trace,v2 =
5g4Mv
2N
4 · 256 (N
2(XI0X
I
0 )
2 + (XIaX
I
a)
2 + 2XI0X
I
0X
J
aX
J
a )
−g
4
Mv
2N
2 · 64
[
N2XI0X
I
0 (X
J
0X
J
0 − (X40 )2 − (X80 )2) +N [2(XI0XIa)2
+2(XA+40 X
A
a −XA0 XA+4a )2 +XI0XI0 ((X4a)2 + (X8a)2)
+XIaX
I
a((X
4
0 )
2 + (X80 )
2)− 4(XA0 X40 +XA+40 X80 )(XA+4a X8a +XAa X4a)
−4(X40XA+40 −X80XA0 )(XA+4a X4a −XAa X8a)] +XIaXIa((X4b )2 + (X8b )2)
−2(XA+4a X4b +XAa X8b )(XA+4b X4a +XAb X8a) + (XIaXIb )2
−2(XAa X4b −XA+4a X8b )(XAb X4a −XA+4b X8a) + (XAa XA+4b −XA+4a XAb )2
]
+
g4Mv
2N2
64
[
NXI0X
I
0 (X
J
0X
J
0 − (X40 )2 − (X80 )2) +XI0XI0 ((X4a)2 + (X8a)2)
+(XA0 X
B
0 +X
A+4
0 X
B+4
0 )(X
A
a X
B
a +X
A+4
a X
B+4
a )
+(XA0 X
B+4
0 −XA+40 XB0 )(XAa XB+4a −XA+4a XBa )
−2(XA0 X40 +XA+40 X80 )(XAa X4a +XA+4a X8a)
−2(XA0 X80 −XA+40 X40 )(XAa X8a −XA+4a X4a)
]
. (B.2)
Note that if we exclude the contributions containing X0’s, which decoupled during the
higgsing of the pure ABJM theory, we are left with
−V SU(N)
v2
= −g
2
Mv
3Nλ
2
√
2
fabcXA+4a X
A
b X
8
c
+
g2Mv
2Nλ
8
fabcdef c
[
XA+4a X
A
b (−
1
2
XIeX
I
f +X
4
eX
4
f +X
8
eX
8
f ) +X
8
aX
4
bX
I
eX
I
f
]
−g
4
Mv
2N
128
[
(XIaX
I
b )
2 + (XAa X
A+4
b −XA+4a XAb )2 −
5
8
(XIaX
I
a)
2
+XIaX
I
a((X
4
b )
2 + (X8b )
2)− 2(XA+4a X4b +XAa X8b )(XA+4b X4a +XAb X8a)
−2(XAa X4b −XA+4a X8b )(XAb X4a −XA+4b X8a)
]
.
(B.3)
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If we further restrict to pieces not involving the ‘special’ directions 4 and 8, which we will
denote with indices I ′′, the O(v2) potential looks very simple:
V
SU(N),I′′
v2
= −g
4
Mv
2N
128
[XI
′′
a X
I′′
b X
J ′′
a X
J ′′
b + (X
A′
a X
A′+4
b −XA
′+4
a X
A′
b )
2 − 5
8
(XI
′′
a X
I′′
a )
2]
−g
2
Mv
2Nλ
16
fabcdef cX
A′+4
a X
A′
b X
I′′
e X
I′′
f , (B.4)
where A′ = 1, 2, 3.
B.2 Fermionic terms
The full fermionic terms, including the ones of the same order as the above bosonic terms,
are
i
2
fµABχ
AB
µ (v
2N + vN
√
2X40 +
1
2
(NXI0X
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
a))
+
iv√
2
λǫµνρ(χ¯µABγνχ
AB
ρ )f
abcXC
′+4
a X
C′
b X
8
c
+
i
64
g2M ǫ
µνρ(χ¯νABγρχ
AB
µ )(v
2N + vN
√
2X40 )
[
v2N + vN
√
2X40 +
1
2
(NXI0X
I
0 +X
I
aX
I
a)
]
+
i
16
g2Me
[
N(ψ¯D0 − iψ¯D+40 )(ψD0 + iψD+40 )
+(iψ¯Da + ψ¯
D+4
a )(−iψDa + ψD+4a )
]
(v2N + vN
√
2X40 )
+iǫµνρχ¯ACµ χνBC
[vN√
2
δB,4∂ρ(X
A
0 − iXA+40 ) +
√
2v(XBa + iX
B+4
a )A
a−
ρ δ
A,4
+
N
2
(XB0 + iX
B+4
0 )∂ρ(X
A
0 − iXA+40 ) +
(XB+4a − iXBa )Dρ(XA+4a + iXAa )
2
−iNδA,4A−µ0[2v2δB,4 +
√
2(XB0 + iX
B+4
0 )
]
+ c.c
− i
4
g2Me
[
N(ψ¯D0 − iψ¯D+40 )(ψB0 + iψB+40 ) + (iψ¯Da + ψ¯D+4a )(−iψBa + ψB+4a )
]
×
×
[
v2NδB,4δ
D,4 +
vN√
2
((XB0 − iXB+40 )δD,4 + δB,4(XD0 + iXD+40 ))
]
− i
4
g2M ǫ
µνρ(χ¯νABγρχ
CD
µ )
[
v2NδC,4δ
A,4 +
vN√
2
((XC0 − iXC+40 )δA,4 + δC,4(XA0 + iXA+40 ))
]
×
×
[
v2NδD,4δ
B,4 +
vN√
2
((XD0 − iXD+40 )δB,4 + δD,4(XB0 + iXB+40 ))
]
+iAeχ¯BAµ γ
µγν
{ N√
2
(ψ
[A
0 + iψ
[A+4
0 )Dµ(X
B]
0 − iXB]+40 )
+(iψ[Aa − ψ[A+4a )
[Dµ(−iXB]a −XB]+4a )√
2
− 2ivA−µaδB,4
]}
+ c.c.
+
A2
2
eχ¯BAµ γ
νγµ(χ¯νBC)
†
[
N(ψA0 + iψ
A+4
0 )(ψ
C
0 − iψC+40 )
+(iψAa − ψA+4a )(−iψCa − ψC+4a )
]
+ c.c.
−iAf¯µABγµ
[
vNδB4(ψ
A
0 + iψ
A+4
0 ) +
N√
2
(ψA0 + iψ
A+4
0 )(X
B
0 − iXB+40 )
+
1√
2
(iψAa − ψA+4a )(−iXBa −XB+4a )
]
+ c.c.
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− i
16
g2MeAχ¯µABγ
µ
[
vNδ4A(ψB0 − iψB+40 ) +
N√
2
(ψB0 − iψB+40 )(XA0 + iXA+40 )
+
1√
2
(−iψBa − ψB+4a )(iXAa −XA+4a )
]
(v2N + vN
√
2X40 ) + c.c.
− ie
4
g2MAχ¯µABγ
µ
[
vNδB4(ψD0 − iψD+40 ) +
N√
2
(ψD0 − iψD+40 )(XB0 + iXB+40 )
+
1√
2
(−iψDa − ψD+4a )(iXBa −XB+4a )
][
v2NδD,4δ
A,4 +
vN√
2
((XD0 − iXD+40 )δA,4
+δD,4(X
A
0 + iX
A+4
0 ))
]
+ c.c.
− i
4
g2M ǫ
µνρ(χ¯νABγρχ
CD
µ )
[
v2NδC,4δ
A,4 +
vN√
2
((XC0 − iXC+40 )δA,4
+δC,4(X
A
0 + iX
A+4
0 ))
]
×
×
[
v2NδD,4δ
B,4 +
vN√
2
((XD0 − iXD+40 )δB,4 + δD,4(XB0 + iXB+40 ))
]
+λ
v√
2
ǫµνρ(χ¯µABγνχ
CD
ρ )f
abc
[
(iX [Ca +X
[C+4
a )(iX
D]
b +X
D]+4
b )(iX
[A
c −X [A+4c )δB],4
+(iX [Aa −X [A+4a )(iXB]b −XB]+4b )(iX [Cc +X [C+4c )δD],4
]
+λeAχ¯µABγ
µfabc
[
v(iψBc − ψB+4c )X8a(iXAb −XA+4b )− ivδA,4XD+4a XDb (iψAc − ψA+4c )
]
−λeAχ¯µABγµfabc
[1
2
v(iψ4c − ψ8c )(iX [Aa −X [A+4a )(iXB]b −XB]+4b )
+v(iψDc − ψD+4c )δ[A,4(−iXa,D −Xa,D+4)(iXB]b −XB]+4b )
]
+ subleading . (B.5)
Restricting to the terms of the same order as the bosonic O(v2) terms, and also to the
SU(N) component, we obtain
i
4
fµABχ
AB
µ X
I
aX
I
a +
iv√
2
λǫµνρ(χ¯µABγνχ
AB
ρ )f
abcXC
′+4
a X
C′
b X
8
c
+iǫµνρχ¯ACµ χνBC
[√
2v(XBa + iX
B+4
a )A
a−
ρ δ
A,4 +
1
2
(XB+4a − iXBa )Dρ(XA+4a + iXAa )
]
+ c.c
+iAeχ¯BAµ γ
µγν(iψ[Aa − ψ[A+4a )
[ 1√
2
Dµ(−iXB]a −XB]+4a )− 2ivA−µaδB,4
]
+ c.c.
+
A2
2
eχ¯BAµ γ
νγµ(χ¯νBC)
†(iψAa − ψA+4a )(−iψCa − ψC+4a ) + c.c.
−iAf¯µABγµ 1√
2
(iψAa − ψA+4a )(−iXBa −XB+4a ) + c.c.
+λ
v√
2
ǫµνρ(χ¯µABγνχ
CD
ρ )f
abc
[
(iX [Ca +X
[C+4
a )(iX
D]
b +X
D]+4
b )(iX
[A
c −X [A+4c )δB],4
+(iX [Aa −X [A+4a )(iXB]b −XB]+4b )(iX [Cc +X [C+4c )δD],4
]
+λveAχ¯µABγ
µfabc
[
(iψBc − ψB+4c )X8a(iXAb −XA+4b )− iδA,4XD+4a XDb (iψAc − ψA+4c )
]
−λveAχ¯µABγµfabc
[1
2
(iψ4c − ψ8c )(iX [Aa −X [A+4a )(iXB]b −XB]+4b )
+(iψDc − ψD+4c )δ[A,4(−iXa,D −Xa,D+4)(iXB]b −XB]+4b )
]
+ subleading . (B.6)
If we further restrict only to the I ′′ indices, that is we again exclude contributions from
the directions 4 and 8, we get
i
4
fµA′B′χ
A′B′
µ X
I′′
a X
I′′
a + iǫ
µνρχ¯A
′C′
µ χνB′C′
1
2
(XB
′+4
a − iXB
′
a )Dρ(X
A′+4
a + iX
A′
a ) + c.c
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+iAeχ¯B
′A′
µ γ
µγν(iψ[A
′
a − ψ[A
′+4
a )
[ 1√
2
Dµ(−iXB′]a −XB
′]+4
a )
]
+ c.c.
+
A2
2
eχ¯B
′A′
µ γ
νγµ(χ¯νB′C′)
†(iψA
′
a − ψA
′+4
a )(−iψC
′
a − ψC
′+4
a ) + c.c.
−iAf¯µA′B′γµ 1√
2
(iψA
′
a − ψA
′+4
a )(−iXB
′
a −XB
′+4
a ) + c.c.+ subleading . (B.7)
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